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Abstrat

In 1985, an enigmati seond order phase transition was disovered in the atinide om-

pound URu2Si2. Evading a mirosopi desription for nearly three deades in spite of

numerous experimental and theoretial attempts, the name �hidden order transition� was

adopted for the e�et.

Spei� heat, resistivity and Hall e�et measurements indiate that a gap enom-

passing 40% of the Fermi surfae ours at the transition temperature of T
HO

= 17.5 K.

Inelasti neutron sattering experiments demonstrate gapped magneti exitations at

ommensurate and inommensurate lattie points, but the magneti moment in the HO

state is too small to aount for the large entropy loss deteted. Approahes to desribe

the phase transition as onventional spin or harge density waves have failed. The ques-

tion of whether loalized or itinerant Uranium 5f moments are responsible was answered

in 2008, when a Fermi surfae reonstrution involving heavy, oherent quasi-partiles

was observed aross the HO transition. In spite of a lattie oherene temperature of

T ≈ 75 K inferred from eletrial transport, interpretations of far infrared optial data

assoiate the new order with the onset of lattie oherene below 20 K. Some of them

propose a type of an �arrested� Kondo e�et developing at the transition temperature.

In this thesis, the onset of lattie oherene is demonstrated already at tempera-

tures as high as 70 K using high-resolution angle-resolved photoeletron spetrosopy

(ARPES). Previously undeteted heavy quasi-partiles, existing already above T
HO

as

elements of a oherent lattie, are shown to hybridize with heavy eletron bands and

partiipate in the Fermi surfae reonstrution at 17.5 K. These results pave the way for

a detailed understanding of the gaps, symmetries and entropy loss of the HO elaborated

in an assoiated researh projet, outlined in the �nal part of this manusript.

vii
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 Motivation

Properties of physial systems often amount to more than the sum of their individual

onstituents. Complex behavior evolves suddenly from the ompetition between simple

interations and properties, well understood in their individual form. Researh �elds

dediated to �emergent phenomena� seek to desribe how [80℄. This kind of behavior is

often observed in the form of phase transitions, whih are haraterized by the abrupt

hange in marosopi properties of a system in spite of smooth, gradual hanging of an

external ontrol parameter. Phase transitions our within a broad range of energies,

from the GeV-sale Higgs mehanism to meV interations between eletrons in moleules

and solids, and may result in exoti behavior suh as superondutivity.

One partiular element o�ering the opportunity to study phase transitions and emer-

gent phenomena is Uranium. Although formally radioative, in its depleted form it is

safe to use in a standard laboratory if the usual preautions for working with hemially

poisonous heavy metals are taken. The properties of Uranium ompounds, suh as the

rare-earth metal URu2Si2 studied here, are derived from the open Uranium 5f shell. A

number of energy quantities in�uening the eletroni struture are on the same sale

(exhange interation, 5f bandwidth, spin-orbit interation, Coulomb interations [69℄),

plaing U-based materials at the border between itinerant and loalized 5f systems.

In URu2Si2, heat apaity, magnetization, and eletrial transport up to very high

magneti �elds help to establish a rih and omplex phase diagram, suggesting the exis-

tene of a quantum ritial point. The subtle interplay between mirosopi interations

around an anomaly at T
HO

= 17.5 K still poses a riddle to the sienti� ommunity even

after 30 years of intense researh. The name �hidden-order� was subsequently assigned

to this anomaly beause the order parameter of the 2

nd

order phase transition assoiated

with it still remains unknown.

1.2 History of the �Hidden-Order� Transition

1.2.1 The URu2Si2 Crystal

URu2Si2 exists in a body-entered tetragonal lattie. Literature states the mirosopi

dimensions of the single-rystals [5, 6, 11℄ as a = b = 4.12 Å for the base plane edge

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Shemati representa-

tion of URu2Si2 rystal. Left im-

age shows a artoon of the body-

entered tetragonal lattie within the

elementary ell boundaries of the

simple-tetragonal lattie. Right im-

age shows the basis with lattie ve-

tor of a elementary ell and the lattie

vetors of a body-entered tetragonal

lattie.

lengths, and c = 9.58 Å as the height of the tetragonal ell, double the size of a primitive

elementary ell. Cartoons of the rystal stuture are displayed in �gure 1.1.

1.2.2 Priorities in the Researh History of URu2Si2

In the following, the experimental sienti� history of URu2Si2 will be realled. There

have existed several phases during the past deades of researh, eah with the emphasis on

a partiular set of aspets of the �hidden-order� phase transition. To attempt a pedagogi

approah, these aspets will be grouped together into �generations of researh�. Eah

generation will be a phase in the experimental URu2Si2 investigations determined by the

prevalent ideas, and, loosely, by the time at whih the orresponding experiments were

onduted.

However, this separation is not to be taken very stritly, being just a personal prefer-

ene of dealing with the vast amount of literature available. Di�ering methods may prove

valid or more expedient for other purposes than this thesis. In this sense, the following

partitioning will be used in what follows:

1

st

generation: Disovery of HO, supporting thermodynami and eletrial transport

measurements surrounding it.

2

nd

generation: The low-pressure HO and high-pressure large-moment antiferromag-

neti (LMAF) order as two spatially separated phases, and their relation to the

momentum exhange vetors Q0 and Q1.

3

rd

generation: HO in �adiabati ontinuity� [47℄ with LMAF, as a single thermody-

nami phase with two intrinsi order parameters.

Momentum-resolved investigations of the gaps and symmetries of the HO phase may

be interpreted as the passage to a 4

th

generation, as brie�y outlined in setion 4.

1.2.3 Disovery of the �Hidden-Order�

Thermodynami and transport anomalies in URu2Si2 First Palstra, then Maple

and Shlabitz published [5, 6, 9℄ with their o-workers more than 28 years ago two

anomalies in the transport properties of URu2Si2. One was a large Λ-shaped peak around
THO = 17.5 K in the spei� heat (�gure 1.2), assoiated with a jump in the resistivity of
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Figure 1.2: Spei� heat of

URu2Si2 against temperature.

Spei� heat is plotted against T 2

(above) and T (below), showing a

Λ-shaped peak attributed to a 2

nd

order phase transition, the �hidden-

order�, at 17.5 K. The transition to a

superonduting state ours at 1 K.

The di�erene in the extrapolations of

the Sommerfeld oe�ient above and

below 17.5 K is an indiation of a gap

spanning 40% of the Fermi surfae.

Image from referene [5℄.

the material (�gure 1.3). Beause even today the order parameter behind what turns out

to be a 2

nd

-order phase transition still remains unknown, it eventually beame referened

in the literature as the �hidden-order� (HO). The other anomaly was a sudden drop in

resistivity lose to 1 K, orresponding to a superonduting (SC) phase.

Figure 1.3: Temperature-dependent resistivity in URu2Si2. At high tempera-

tures, the resitivity rises as temperature dereases, showing �Kondo-like� [8, 17℄ behavior.

Around 75 K, a peak assoiated with oherent behavior of magneti impurities is visi-

ble, at 17.5 K the �hidden-order� anomaly, and below 2 K a superonduting transition.

Panels from referenes iteshoenes87 (left) and [6℄ (right).
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Details of the SC phase Conerning the nature of the superonduting phase at 1 K,

agreement prevailed from the beginning [5, 6, 9℄. The transition temperature T
SC

is less

stable than for the HO order, varying between 0.8 K and 1.5 K throughout the literature,

in dependene on sample quality. Neutron sattering experiments show that signatures

of the HO transition (momentum exhange vetors Q0 and Q1 disussed later) do not

hange aross the transition to the SC state, suggesting a mirosopi o-existene with

HO [11, 18℄.

Details of the HO phase Opinions about the HO phase di�ered: Palstra, Maple and

others [5, 6, 11, 17, 22℄ proposed a weak, antiferromagneti (AF) transition, suggesting

the formation of stati harge or spin density waves (CDW / SDW). On the other hand,

Shlabitz et al. [9℄ saw evidene for interations between small, loal AF moments of the

uranium f -eletrons.

Subsequently all early interpretations would be rendered obsolete: neither long-range

magneti interations nor eletroni lattie modulation were reported in modern STM ex-

periments [59, 63℄, ruling out the formation of onventional density waves. The loalized-

itinerant duality of the experimental data would prevail through more than two deades

of researh, posing a major hallenge in the theoretial formulation of the transition.

At high temperatures the anisotropi resistivity of URu2Si2 rises as temperature de-

reases (�gure 1.3). It starts deviating from power law below T ≈ 150 K with a maximum

around T ≈ 75 K indiating the onset of oherene [5, 6, 8, 17, 24℄. In this ontext the

term �Kondo-like� was used to desribe the single magneti moments of Uranium f ele-

trons. In the same range, magneti suseptibility shows a gradual deviation from the

1/T Curie-Weiss law, forming a large peak at 75 K, and a smaller anomaly around the

HO transition temperature of 17.5 K (�gure 1.4).

Aross the transition temperature spei� heat and resistivity show sharp peaks (�g-

ures 1.2 and 1.3) followed by a steep derease. Fitting the thermodynami data to a

mean-�eld shape of the form Cν(T ) ∝ exp(−∆/kBT ), yields the formation of a gap

∆ = 11 meV, also on�rmed by resistivity measurements [6, 12, 22℄. Consistently with

transport and thermodynamial data, a drasti inrease of the Hall e�et (�gure 1.4)

indiates that a large number of arriers is disappearing. As quantitative estimates, 40%

of the Fermi surfae are named in early publiations [6, 13, 17℄, extending to 55% or even

up to 90% during following generations of thermal transport and Shubnikov�de Haas

experiments [40, 62℄.

A large-moment antiferromagneti phase onneted to HO Magneti moments

appear to be strongly anisotropi, Ising-like, oriented along the c axis. But at less than
0.04µB per site, they are too small to aount for the large entropy hange in the HO

phase [8, 11, 65℄. At hydrostati pressures above 0.5 GPa, magneti moments one order

of magnitude larger suggest the transition to a large-moment antiferromagneti (LMAF)

phase. Together with the dependeny of the Fermi surfae gap of applied pressure [12℄,

a onnetion between the LMAF and the HO phase is suggested.

1

st

generation in a nutshell Interonnetions between the three phases emerging

from thermodynami and transport data at low temperatures�HO, LMAF and SC�

are apparent, but the exat nature of those remains elusive. First senarii proposing
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Figure 1.4: Hall e�et in URu2Si2

parallel and perpendiular to the c
axis. The data suggests a massive reor-

ganization of the Fermi surfae, during

whih large parts of the arriers beome

gapped. Image from referene [13℄.

onventional magneti order / disorder transitions for the HO and LMAF phases involve

the formation of spin or harge density waves. However, they will inreasingly turn out

as too optimisti with experiments to follow.

1.2.4 The HO as a Small-Moment Antiferromagneti Order

The HO/LMAF onnetion was predominantly inferred during the 2

nd

generation from

two types of experiments. First, using inelasti neutron sattering, links and di�erenes

between the magneti exitations in URu2Si2 in the HO, LMAF, and the paramagneti

state were investigated [10, 11, 18, 19, 48, 53℄. Then methods like nulear magneti

resonane (NMR) and muon spin resonane (µSR) provided di�erentiated information

about the bulk of the rystal and the nature of the separation between HO and LMAF [16,

23, 34, 35℄.

Antiferromagneti sattering and the momentum exhange vetors The anti-

ferromagneti staking along the c rystal diretion is longitudinal, rather than transver-

sal, as would be expeted for low energy CDW / SDW exitation [11, 18, 19℄. Small

magneti moments in the HO phase led to the assumption of onventional density waves

as the ordering mehanism. In subsequent experiments, the moments turned out to be

strongly dependent on the sample quality, diminishing with inreased purity. Reently

it is ommonly aepted that the HO magneti moment is in fat of extrinsi origin, and

not an intrinsi property of the transition [34, 43, 51℄.

An important ontribution of neutron-sattering experiments is the identi�ation

of two momentum exhange vetors, throughout URu2Si2 literature quoted as Q0 and
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Figure 1.5: Magneti exitations

in the HO phase of URu2Si2.

The exiations at ommensurate mo-

mentum exhange vetors Q0 and

inommensurate Q1 are gapped be-

low 2, respetively 4.5 meV. Im-

age from referene [69℄, showing data

from [11, 53℄.

Figure 1.6: Pressure-temperature

phase diagram of URu2Si2. The

diagram was �rst proposed by Amit-

sukaet al. [43℄, and shows the SC phase

emerging from HO, but not from LMAF.

T-dependent studies at high pressure,

performed along the green arrow, inves-

tigate the LMAF/HO phase boundary.

Image from [50℄.

Q1. Q0 = (1, 0, 0), equivalent to (0, 0, 1), onnets neighboring Brillouin zones, i.e. the

alternating Γ and Z points. Q1 = (1 ± 0.4, 0, 0), equivalent to (1,±0.4, 0), onnets
inommensurate points within the plane.

The exitations in the HO phase are depited in �gure 1.5, based on experiments

from referenes [19, 48, 53℄. At both Q0 and Q1 damped magneti exitation beome

sharp below 17.5 K, and are gapped at energies below 2 meV, respetively 4.5 meV.

Although they appear in lear orrelation with the HO and LMAF phases, it was long

unlear whether and how they are responsible for the reordering, i.e. how they relate

to the order parameter: �Are they the elementary exitations that ause this spin gap-

ping?� [69℄. Subsequently, Q0 would be proposed as signature of HO, with �persistene

of nesting� [50℄ throughout both phases, but with an inelasti omponent only in HO.

However, momentum-resolved evidene for their impliation in the ordered state has been

o�ered only very reently, in the ontext of this thesis and losely related researh [76℄.

Spatial o-existene of LMAF and HO µSR and NMR experiments suggest the o-

existene of LMAF and HO in a pressure-dependent perolation relation [16, 34, 35℄. Ex-

isting simultaneously below the transition temperature as two spatially separated phases,

the former would grow at the expense of the latter with pressure. The p-T phase diagram

was proposed as in �gure 1.6 [34, 50℄. A distint property of the HO phase is that it,

unlike LMAF, also oexists with the SC phase at lower temperature [43℄.
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2

nd

generation in a nutshell Although the existene of the Q0 and Q1 spin exita-

tions is disovered and fully doumented in a momentum-integrated manner, its implia-

tion is still not fully understood: Is there a nesting of the Fermi surfae involved? What

is the link between the exitations and the energy gaps? How do they relate to the HO

ordering parameter? In other words, momentum-resolved information of Q0 and Q1 and

how they relate to the reonstrution and gapping of the Fermi surfae aross the HO

transition is sparse.

1.2.5 Adiabati Continuity Between HO and Large-Moment AF Phase

The 3

rd

generation of URu2Si2 researh has its fous on understanding the Fermi surfae

and eletroni struture hanges relevant for the HO transition. Roughly, experiments

may be divided in two types: strongly bulk-sensitive methods, like transport, thermody-

namis, Shubnikov�de Haas (SdH), de Haas�van Alphen (dHvA); and surfae-sensitive

methods, like sanning tunneling mirosopy / spetrosopy (STM / STS), and angle-

resolved photoeletron spetrosopy (ARPES). The former trade in the momentum res-

olution for the advantage of being able to reliably poll the bulk of the rystal. The

latter promises to provide mirosopi data of the highly anisotropi material, spatially

and / or momentum-resolved to varying degrees, provided that unwanted surfae e�ets

an be properly dealt with.

Momentum-resolved experiments A vast amount of essential ground laying work

was performed by Denlinger and oworkers, published as referenes [29, 32℄. The idea of

a oherent lattie in systems like URu2Si2 was systematially investigated in the normal

(paramagneti) state. The k-spae map to be presented in setion 1.3.3 in its partiular

2D representation was inspired by [32℄. Eletroni struture and Fermi surfae alula-

tions used throughout reent URu2Si2 literature, as well as essential experimental aids,

like the inner potential of the rystal were, too, extrated from this soure.

First modern high-resolution ARPES of the PM ↔ HO transition was performed at

Würzburg and published as referene [57℄. Results will be reviewed in more detail in

setion 2.3.2. Here it su�es to state the main �nding: the diret observation of a Fermi

surfae instability lose to the Γ point as a band with e�etive mass m/me > 20, rossing
the Fermi level at the transition temperature. Evidening for the �rst time the diret

partiipation of itinerant, heavy quasi-partiles in the HO phase transition, the work was

followed by a asade of other momentum resolved ARPES and STM/STS experiments.

Laser ARPES lose to Z on�rmed the FS instability at another high-symmetry point,

visible as a heavy �M�-shaped dispersion appearing during the transition [64, 74℄. Unlike

Γ, at Z the heavy dispersion appears not to shift, but simply vanishes upon entering the

PM state, indiating the three-dimensional eletroni struture of the material. Suh

behavior would be expeted, for example, if the lattie symmetry hanged from body-

entered to simple tetragonal (ST) during the HO transition. This would result in folding

of the spetra at Γ and Z.

The ARPES piture is essentially on�rmed by STS using quasi-partile interferene:

a heavy dispersion is splitting at EF and hybridizing with a light hole-like band [63℄. A

partiularity of this experimental tehnique is that it probes the lattie with full momen-

tum resolution along k‖, but only momentum-integrated along k⊥. Spatially resolved

STM data showed lak of an eletroni superstruture, diretly exluding onventional
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SDWs or CDWs from the probable mehanisms behind the HO transition [59, 63℄. This

is a onlusion also supported by optial transport [68℄.

In onsequene, a oherent piture of the hanges indued by the HO is still not

available. However, diret evidene of itinerant, heavy quasi-partiles partiipating in a

Fermi surfae reonstrution is delivered.

Momentum-integrated experiments Beause no lean surfae is needed, predomi-

nantly bulk-sensitive methods usually don't have to be performed in ultra-high vauum.

This loosens the experimental onstrains, suh that additional parameters like pressure

and external magneti �elds an be overed. The transition between the HO and LMAF

phase beomes more easily explorable.

E�orts emerged initially independently of the momentum-resolved experiments, later

to evolve in tandem with those. Transport and SdH data suggest that the HO is ulti-

mately destroyed at a �eld strength of 35 Tesla, being followed by a asade of phase

transitions in higher magneti �elds [55, 65℄.

In the paramagneti state, Kondo-like behavior and the onset of lattie oherene,

around $T ≈ 100$ K an already be inferred from 1

st

and 2

nd

generation data [13, 14,

17, 24℄. This was on�rmed in various optial ondutivity experiments, aswell as by

STM/STS [14, 15, 59, 68, 73℄. A novelty is the formation of a hybridization gap of size

10-12 meV already in the PM phase, starting at temperatures below 30 K. Topographi

STM sans even show a spatial orrelation between the gap and Kondo lattie elements

in the viinity of U atoms. However, most interpretations evolve around the formation

of an only partially oherent lattie with �pseudo-gaps� in the PM phase, with the full

oherene believed to set in only below the HO transition temperature [73℄.

In the HO phase, several gaps were deteted by optial spetrosopy [72℄. Some of

them had been previously disovered by inelasti neutron sattering, others are new. In

total, the following gaps have been identi�ed:

� a 3.2 meV gap (assoiated with Q1 INS data, there of the size 4-4.5 meV),

� a 2 meV gap (assoiated with Q0 from INS),

� another 2.7 meV gap measured along the c axis of the rystal, not deteted by INS.

With the 10 meV gap below 30 K from optial transport, this gives a total of 4 gaps

indiretly measured or predited. They appear within 5 relevant Fermi sheets with

various masses (10 < m/me < 70). Of these, 4 were indiretly measured by SdH and

dHvA [27, 62℄:

� α, with a band mass m/me ≈ 12.4,

� β, with a band mass m/me ≈ 23.8, orresponding to an in-plane 4-poket sheet,

� γ, band masses m/me ≈ 10

� η, with m/me ≈ 20.5, previously postulated by band alulations [51℄.

These an already aount for more than 55% of the Sommerfeld oe�ient. Another

branh, ν, was postulated with an e�etive mass m/me > 70 but not yet observed

experimentally [51, 62℄.
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Fermi surfae similarity between HO and LMAF The legay of 3

rd

generation

momentum-integrated methods is the reinterpretation of the HO and LMAF phases based

on the struture of their Fermi surfaes. NMR and µSR experiments of the 2

nd

generation

suggested two distint, spatially-separated phases in a pressure-dependent relation [23,

34, 35℄. But the smooth evolution of the SdH osillation frequenies from the HO to

the LMAF phase implies that the Fermi surfae does not hange signi�antly, and in

any ase not abruptly [27, 38, 47, 62℄. A similarity between the two phases is therefore

suggested �strongly� [62℄. The state below T
HO

is thus reinterpreted: instead of being

separated by a 1

st

-order transition, HO and LMAF form a single thermodynami phase

with two intrinsi order parameters.

1

The term �adiabati ontinuity� was oined to

desribe this duality [47℄. The order parameter ommon to both phases is related to a

strongly anisotropi, Ising-like magneti moment [65℄. In this ontext Q0 was proposed

as the essential HO / LMAF ordering vetor [62℄, implying symmetry hange of the

eletroni struture from body-entered to simple tetragonal below 17.5 K.

Fous of this work The thermodynami interpretation of the HO and LMAF as

a single phase, developing in orrelation with a oherent Kondo lattie in URu2Si2,

de�nes the sienti� ontext of this thesis. At this point, signi�ant details about the

development of the Kondo lattie in URu2Si2 are still unlear [68, 73℄: When does the

oherene set in? How does it interat with the HO? None of the gaps of the Fermi

surfae has atually been identi�ed by momentum-resolved methods, the loss of entropy

is not understood, symmetries of the HO still remain without a preise identi�ation in

k-spae. In partiular, the interplay between Q0 and Q1, and between them both and the

HO phase, remains elusive. Although Q0 has been repeatedly proposed as the relevant

symmetry vetor behind the HO / LMAF order, momentum-resolved data to bak up

the laim, e.g. in form of Fermi surfae sheets suitable for nesting, are not available.

The main ontribution of this thesis will be momentum-resolved spetrosopi evi-

dene that the formation of the Kondo lattie is not related to the HO transition and the

subsequent gapping of the Fermi surfae. Instead, the HO state evolves on a oherent

lattie already fully developed at muh higher temperatures. A simple phenomenologial

model will also be o�ered to explain the reorganization of the eletroni struture and

Fermi surfae of URu2Si2 at several high-symmetry points. Insight about the intera-

tion between the pre-existent oherent lattie and the �hidden� mehanisms behind the

transition at 17.5 K will lay ground for subsequent, losely related work on momentum-

resolved measurement of gaps and symmetries of the HO. The latter topi was pursued

by C. Bareille in his PhD thesis [75℄ and will be brie�y outlined here in setion 4.

1.3 Experimental Considerations

1.3.1 Introdution to Angle-Resolved Photoeletron Spetrosopy

What is ARPES When photons are direted towards a material, eletrons are emitted

from the material into vauum. This is known as the photoeletri e�et. Physial quanti-

ties of the eletron, like its kineti energy and the angle between its momentum diretion

1

Instead of �two order parameters�, the equivalent desription of a single �multi-omponent� order

parameter is also found in literature.
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Figure 1.7: Sketh of a typial ex-

perimental setup for ARPES. A

photon with energy ~ω exites an ele-

tron inside a solid. The eletron is de-

teted with the kineti energy E
kin

at

an angle θe, whih may permit partial

or full reonstrution of the eletroni

struture of the rystal. Image soure:

Prof. Dr Friedrih Reinert, EP7, Uni

Würzburg.

and the surfae normal of the sample, an be deteted. Together with experimental pa-

rameters like the energy and inident angle of the exitation beam, information about

the eletroni struture of the material an be extrated. This experimental tehnique is

known as Angle-Resolved Photo-Eletron Spetrosopy (ARPES).

A suessful phenomenologial approah for desribing the esape of an eletron into

vauum is the three step model. It divides the proess of photoemission in three distint

steps: (i) photoexitation of the eletron, (ii) transport to the surfae, (iii) penetra-

tion through the surfae. In step (i), the ejeted eletron an be related to the spetral

funtion, arrying full information about quasi-partile physis. Photoeletron spe-

trosopy (PES), in partiular angle-resolved PES (ARPES), is thus a very good tool for

momentum-resolved investigations of the low-energy physis and quantum phase transi-

tions in heavy fermion systems. Step (ii) turns out to be a strong limiting fator. The

short mean free path of the exited eletron through the bulk of a rystal means that

photoemission is usually only possible for the �rst very few monolayers lose to a mi-

rosopially lean surfae. Step (iii) is a proess assoiated with the loss of a material

dependent energy quantity φ ≈ 5 eV, alled the work funtion.

Energy onsiderations Formally, the photoemission proess is viewed as a transition

between an initial state within the solid, with energy E
init

, and a �nal state in the

unoupied region, with energy E
�nal

with respet to the Fermi level EF = 0, de�ned as:

E
�nal

= E
init

+ ~ω (1.1)

The transition is failitated by the radiation �eld of the exitation beam, and is thus

subjet to optial transition restritions and Fermi's golden rule. Corresponding matrix

elements will strongly in�uene the signal intensity in the experimental data. The kineti

energy of eletrons is related to the exitation energy by E
kin

= ~ω− φ− |EB |, with EB

as the binding energy of the eletron in the rystal, as summarized in �gure 1.8. It is

related to the �nal-state energy through E
�nal

= E
kin

+ φ. Thus, E
�nal

represents the

same physial quantity as E
kin

, only with respet to the vauum level E
va

instead of

EF . The binding energy EB is spei�ed with respet to the Fermi level. In this work,

di�ering from usual onvention, the binding energy has the same sign as the potential

energy: it grows inreasingly negative towards stronger bound states, is 0 at EF , and

beomes positive above the Fermi level.
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Figure 1.8: Probing of the eletroni

density of states in a solid using

photoeletron spetrosopy. An ele-

tron bound at energy EB with respet to

the Fermi level EF = 0 is exited by a

photon with energy ~ω. It is deteted

with kineti energy E
kin

= ~ω−φ− |EB |
ompared to the vauum level E

va

. Im-

age soure: Prof. Dr S. Hüfner, refer-

ene [37℄.

The three-dimensional eletroni struture

The free eletron model For knowledge of the 3D band struture, information

about the dispersion relation E(k) is wanted. To this end, the free eletron model serves

as an essential tool. The �nal state of the eletron is assumed to be a free eletron valene

band, bound at energy E0 < 0 relative to the Fermi level, or at −V0 = −(|E0|+ φ) with
respet to the vauum level:

E
�nal

= E
kin

+ φ =
~
2

2m
(k)2 − |E0| (1.2)

⇔ E
kin

=
~
2

2m
(k)2 − V0 (1.3)

Here, k is the rystal momentum of the eletron omposed as k = (kx, ky, kz)
T

or

k = (k‖, k⊥)
T
, whihever turns out more �t for the alulations to follow. The rys-

tal momentum is subjet to Bloh theory, i.e. k = k+G with G as a reiproal lattie

vetor.

Momentum information in-plane with the sample surfae The k‖ ompo-

nent of the rystal momentum k is onserved during the ejetion proess. It is thus

diretly related to the outside momentum as ~k‖ = p‖. It an be alulated diretly

from the experimental parameters E
kin

and θe using a free-eletron parabola bound at
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the vauum level:

E
kin

=
p‖

2m
(p)2 (1.4)

⇒ k‖ = p‖/~ = sin θ

√

2m

~2
E
kin

(1.5)

In the partiular experimental setups used for this thesis (explained later), the in-

plane momentum diretion is obtained from two angles, θ and ϕ, de�ned as follows. The

analyser detets eletrons ejeted within a narrow strip along a partiular diretion on the

sample whih is parallel to the diretion of the detetor slit, alled the detetor diretion.

The ejetion angle of an eletron along this strip is θ. The sample surfae an be tilted

with respet to the optial axis of the detetor system in the diretion perpendiular to

the detetor slit by the angle ϕ, thus obtaining omplementary momentum information

along the tilt diretion. The rystal momentum diretions orresponding to θ and ϕ are

denoted as kx = k‖,det and ky = k‖,tilt, respetively.
The momentum of an eletron ejeted at an arbitrary angle θ from a sample tilted

by ϕ is:

|k‖,det| =
√

(2m/~2)E
kin

sin θ (1.6)

|k‖,tilt| =
√

(2m/~2)E
kin

sinϕ cos θ (1.7)

For pratial reasons related to data proessing, the momentum-dependent ARPES

data is needed on a regular, retangular grid. Therefore the reverse transformation

(k‖,det, k‖,tilt) → (θ′, ϕ′) is numerially more useful:

θ′ = arcsin

(

k‖,det
√

2mE
kin

/~2

)

, ϕ′ = arcsin

(

k‖,tilt/ cos θ
′

√

2mE
kin

/~2

)

(1.8)

It provides the angular oordinates (θ′, ϕ′), from whih the value of a data point needs

to be extrated to be plaed onto the retangular momentum grid point (k‖,det, k‖,tilt).
Unlike (θ, ϕ), the oordinates (θ′, ϕ′) are not on a retangular grid. This means in

partiular that they do not represent an exat 1:1 math to data points on the original grid

of experimental data. The experimental photoeletron intensity at (θ′, ϕ′) is therefore
interpolated from the losest neighboring points of the retangular grid spei�ed by (θ, ϕ).

Momentum perpendiular to the sample surfae The perpendiular momen-

tum omponent k⊥ is not onserved, no diret relation to the outside momentum p⊥ is

available. Information must therefore be extrated diretly from the free eletron equa-

tion (1.2) above. Rearranging it gives the following for the ase of an non-tilted sample

with k‖,tilt = 0:

E
kin

+ (|E0|+ φ) =
~
2

2m
(k)2 ⇔ (1.9)

E
kin

· (sin2 θ + cos2 θ) + V0 =
~
2

2m
(k2‖,det + k2⊥). (1.10)

With k‖,det quanti�ed as in eq. (1.6), this leaves for k⊥:

k⊥ =

√

2m

~2
(E

kin

cos θ2 + V0) (1.11)
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The reverse transformation then is:

~ω′ =
~
2

2m
(k2‖,det + k2⊥)− V0 − E

kin

, (1.12)

θ′ = arcsin

(

sgn
(

k‖,det
)

√

~2

2m
k2‖,det/(Ekin

+ ~′ω)

)

, (1.13)

whih now depends on the experimentally available parameters E
kin

and θ, the exitation
beam energy ~ω, and the binding energy E0 (or V0) of the �nal state valene band.

Generally, the latter is not easily aessible. A disussion of the problem and its possible

solutions is performed in literature, for instane hapter 7 of referene [37℄. Fortunately

for the URu2Si2 ase, estimations for V0 ≈ 13 eV are readily available from band struture

alulations �tted to experimental data [29, 49, 67℄. Similarly to the k‖ ase, (~ω′, θ′)
represent oordinates on a retangular angle × energy grid with grid points di�erent

from the original experimental data, making an interpolation neessary.

1.3.2 Methods and Setups

Crystal growth The single rystals of average size 2 × 2 × 1 mm

3
were obtained

from Dr Pasal Lejay at Institut NEEL, Grenoble. They were synthesized by melting

high-purity omponents under lean argon atmosphere with the orret stohiometry.

From the resulting poly-rystalline URu2Si2, single-rystals were obtained using a tri-ar

furnae equipped with a Czohralsky puller. The samples used for this thesis were then

annealed at 900 ◦
C for 10 days under ultra-high vauum.

Spetrosopy setup Two di�erent data soures were used for this thesis: the labo-

ratory ARPES setup of the EP7 department at the University of Würzburg, and the

synhrotron setup at the Berliner Elektronen-Synhrotron II (BESSY) beamline UE112-

PGM-1b, dubbed �13�. At both loations, the experiments were performed with a Gam-

madata R4000 spetrosopi analyzer. Di�ering details of the systems are disussed in

the following.

The Würzburg system Experiments in Würzburg were performed in two bathes:

2007�2008, and post-2008, with slightly di�ering light soures. For the �rst bath, a

helium (He) disharge lamp monohromatized at the exitation energies hν of 21.2 eV,

23.1 , and 40.8 eV (He-Iα, He-Iβ and He-IIα, respetively) was used. Relative intensities

of these lines are 100 for He-Iα and 6 for both He-Iβ and He-IIα. For all high-resolution

experiments, a 0.3 mm straight slit was used in the analyzer. In ombination with the He

light soure, the total energy and angular resolutions were 5.18 meV and 0.3◦ [41℄. For

the seond bath, a MBS T-1 multi-gas disharge lamp was mounted to the installation.

This allowed the use of xenon (Xe) light with a monohromatized energy of hν = 8.4 eV,
resulting into an energy resolution of 4 meV (Appendix B.3). The typial base pressure in

the measurement hamber during the experiments was 1×10−10
mbar, rising to 8×10−10

mbar only during He lamp measurements due to the ion leakage from the light soure.

The Xe lamp was separated from the measurement hamber by a MgF2 window, allowing

to maintain a good pressure while measuring.
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The sample holder allows translation along 3 axes in situ by up to several m. Ad-

ditionally, rotation in the diretion perpendiular to the analyzer slit is possible. The

sample was ooled by a two-stage helium ontinuous �ow ryostat. with a passive shield-

ing of the sample. Temperature was regulated between approximately 7 K and room

temperature by restriting the liquid helium �ow through the ryo system. The apaity

of the liquid helium tank is approximately 100 liters, allowing for ontinuous operation

between 16 and 36 hours, depending on the helium �ow and pumping settings. During

di�erent experimental sessions, di�erent pumping systems were employed. Higher a-

paity pumps resulted in a more stable temperature at the expense of a larger helium

onsumption, but without signi�antly improving the lowest attainable temperature.

Laboratory light soures o�er the advantage of high energy stability, e�etively pla-

ing the Fermi level in all samples at the same energy. To loate the Fermi edge, spetra

of poly-rystalline silver (Ag) or opper (Cu) referene samples in eletrial and thermal

ontat with the sample holder were measured at the same temperature as the URu2Si2

sample. The angle-resolved sans were then numerially �tted with a Fermi-Dira dis-

tribution (FDD) funtion. From the �t parameters EF and kBT , the exat loation and

temperature for eah URu2Si2 san was determined (Appendix B.1). Using the angle-

resolved referene data, the non-uniform lateral intensity distribution of the detetion

system (hannel plate, CCD amera, et) was determined and orreted.

The 13 BESSY beamline Experiments requiring a tunable light soure were per-

formed at the BESSY beamline UE112-PGM-1b. Continuous exitation energies from

the ultra-violet (UV) into the soft X-Ray regime were available. The polarization ould

be hosen between linear vertial (LV), horizontal (LH), or irular mode. Partiularly

for the URu2Si2 experiments, the exitation range between 17 and 50 eV was used on-

sistently in LH polarization, with few omparison measurements at seleted energies in

LV mode.

The sample holder o�ers translation in three axes, and rotation along two (perpen-

diular to the analyzer slit, and around the optial axis), allowing the orientation of the

sample in situ as desribed in setion 1.3.3. The sample is ooled by a He

3
ryostat,

shielded by an atively nitrogen-ooled installation. Coupled with an in-situ sample

heating system, stable temperatures starting from 0.9 K and up to 30 K ould be rapidly

and reliably reahed, as indiated by the thermo-ouples attahed to the manipulator.

Temperature ranges above 30 K were available with delays of few hours owing to the

large thermal mass of the sample holding system. Referene [76℄ estimated a real sample

temperature of 3 K for thermoouple readings of 1 K. At 20 K and higher, thermoouples

are assumed to represent the sample temperature within an auray of less than 1 K.

The assumption is based on the exeptional heat shielding of the system and similar

experienes with the Würzburg system. In this thesis, temperature labels for 13 data

re�et the thermoouple readings.

For all experiments at the 13 beamline, a 0.2 mm urved slit was used. It was veri�ed

that it projets the Fermi level at the same position for all angles with an auray better

than 0.5 meV. This partiular setup results in an e�etive energy resolution of 3 meV as

determined from the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of resolution-limited heavy-

fermion bands at 1 K. Using line shape �ts broadened by resolution and ut o� by the

FDD, referene [76℄ estimated the resolution of the same setup to ∆E ≤ 5 meV.
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Referene spetra were di�ult to obtain owing to the arduously reproduible trans-

lation properties of the sample holder. For this reason, series of several measurements

on poly-rystalline gold (Au), evaporated on the sample holder in vauum, were used

to determine the work funtion of the system of φ = 4.3523 ± 0.0015 eV. The loa-

tion of the Fermi level in referene spetra ould be determined with a preision of

∆E
Fermi

≈ 1.5 meV aross various samples.

The Fermi level of the samples was obtained from the photon energy used for the

sans subtrating work funtion (setion 1.3.1). This Fermi level loation was subjet to

variations of up to 3 meV when exitation energy was hanged, and oasionally to slow

drifting when it was inreased step-wise. As a reason, mison�guration of the beamline

hardware is suspeted. To ompensate, the Fermi level o�set was manually adjusted in

the data by observing the Fermi edge of the foremost EDC, where intensity at EF ould be

reliably demonstrated (see spetra from setion 3.4). For lateral intensity normalization,

the higher-order intensity always present above EF in beamline spetra was used.

Figure 1.9: Surfae of URu2Si2 after leaving. (a) Laue and () LEED images of an

URu2Si2 sample in inverse gray sale. The Laue was measured with the sample already

mounted, before the ARPES measurement. The LEED was measured after leaving and

measuring, using an eletron energy of 227 eV. Sharp peaks in the LEED on�rm a

lean and ordered surfae. The sample was aligned with the (110) diretion parallel to

the detetor slits (vertial in the image), as on�rmed by the Laue and LEED. Panel

(b) shows a simulation of the expeted Laue sattering pattern, performed by Andres

Santander [56℄.

Sample preparation, leaving and measurement Measurements were performed

along the (100) and (110) rystal diretions. The samples were mounted on the sample

holders with the (001) axis parallel to the normal emission diretion. The orientation of

the samples' rotation angle around this axis was performed using bak-sattering Laue

di�ration as in �gure 1.9, panels (a) and (b). To align a seleted k‖ diretion with

the analyzer's slit diretion, in Würzburg samples were rotated on the sample holder

to math the desired orientation before �nalizing the mounting. At 13, a distinguished

diretion was marked on the sample holder, and samples were subsequently rotated after

leaving using the available degrees of freedom of the manipulator. In both ases, the

rystals were leaved in-situ already at the measurement temperature. A highly ordered

surfae and the sample orientation were on�rmed in Würzburg by sharp low-energy
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eletron di�ration (LEED) patterns on seleted samples after leaving and measuring,

as illustrated in �gure 1.9().

1.3.3 Guide to the Reiproal Spae of URu2Si2

Figure 1.10: URu2Si2 Brillouin zone of URu2Si2. The Brillouin zone of the body-

entered tetragonal URu2Si2 lattie, with its alternate staking, is shown with diretions

and high-symmetry points relevant for this thesis. The reiproal lattie vetors k1,2,3
are drawn as blue arrows. The oordinate vetors kx and ky, used throughout this

doument for oordinates in the measurement plane perpendiular to (001) (parallel to

the alternating red-blue area), are projetions of the k1 and k2 vetors onto the plane.

The URu2Si2 Brillouin zone The URu2Si2 formally has a body-entered tetragonal

a lattie, as shown in �gure 1.1. The orresponding Brillouin zone is presented in �gure

1.10. In the literature, the more onvenient simple-tetragonal Brillouin zone is sometimes

used, resulting from a rystal base enompassing two primitive ells (disussed in refer-

ene [49℄). The Brillouin zones are alternately staked in (100) diretion. Neighboring

ells of the reiproal lattie are thus shifted by 1/2 height with respet to one another.

This an be well observed in the alternative red and blue planes in �gure 1.10. As a on-

sequene, the (110) diagonal goes through a diamond-shaped BZ fae of width 0.39 Å

−1

(orner to orner), whih ontains the X point, heneforth referred to as the X plane.

The X point is thus 2-fold symmetri with respet to the X plane in a body-entered

tetragonal lattie. Its symmetry would hange to 4-fold, should the lattie beome simple

tetragonal.
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The reiproal spae of the body-entered tetragonal lattie On the basis of

equations (1.6) and (1.11), the reiproal spae of URu2Si2 an now be explored. Cuts

through the Brillouin zone are shown in a uni�ed graph in �gure 1.11. They are tiled

aross the URu2Si2 reiproal lattie along kx × kz [(100) diretion℄, respetively (kx +
ky)×kz [(110) diretion℄. The graphi, inspired by referene [32℄, o�ers means for preise

orientation in the 3D reiproal spae of URu2Si2 at a glane.

The exitation photon energies used in this thesis are drawn as olored ars at their

respetive positions for V0 = 13 eV (setion 1.3.1). ARPES measurements are performed

on hemispherial surfaes, whih at normal emission are parallel to the ΓZ (red-blue)

plane from �gure 1.10. At higher angles, denoted by grey dashed lines, the measurement

point disperses through k-spae as indiated in �gure 1.11. An overview over k-spae
points explored in the following is o�ered in table 1.1 to serve as a referene. Inevitably,

some topis are mentioned, whih will be formally introdued only in later hapters.

Table 1.1: Overview over reiproal spae points disussed in this thesis. Rows

and olumns enumerate high-symmetry points, respetively topis disussed in this thesis.

Corresponding table ells ontain setion numbers at whih the advertised information

is found: the URu2Si2 surfae state (SS), heat-up state (HS), oherent quasi-partiles

(QP1 and QP2), band hybridizations (Hybrd.) and gaps in energy or momentum.

Point (tilt angle) E (eV) SS HS QP1 QP2 Hybrd. Gaps FS

Γ002 + 0.17 Å

−1
21.2 3.1 3.2 2.3 3.2.3 2.3.3

3.4.2 3.4.2

Γ002 + 0.18 Å

−1
21.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4.1, 4 4

Γ002 17.0 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4.1

Γ003 50.0 4 4 4

Z002 + 0.14 Å

−1
8.4 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

3.4.1 3.4 3.4 3.4

Z003 31.0 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4.1 4

Λ002 + 0.07 Å

−1
23.1 3.1

Λ002 24.0 3.4, 4 3.4, 4 4 3.4.1, 4 4

Λ003 40.8 3.1 3.4

X002 (30
◦
) 21.2 3.3 3.3 3.3.1

X002 (20
◦
) 21.4 4

X ′
003 (21

◦
) 40.8 3.3.2

Reiproal spae points and diretions nomenlature The diretions (110) and
(110) are perpendiular to one another. If a sample is oriented with the detetor slit

along (110), then the optial axis runs along (110) when the manipulator is rotated,

and vie versa. However, as the diretions are equivalent in URu2Si2, they will both

be designated (110), indisriminately, for the most part of this thesis. An exeption

to this rule will pose setion 3.3 disussing data at the X point. This high-symmetry

point is by de�nition 2-fold symmetri in a body-entered tetragonal lattie. Owing to

the Brillouin zone staking, it an be investigated in two ways by ARPES, determined
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Figure 1.11: Reiproal spae map of URu2Si2 with exitation energy ars. The

map shows Brillouin zone (BZ) uts along the kz = k⊥ diretion of the reiproal lattie

of URu2Si2 along the vertial axis. The horizontal axis runs along the (100) diretion,

i.e. parallel to kx = k‖ (equivalent to ky) in the negative oordinate range. The (110)

diretion, parallel to kx + ky, is shown in the positive range. The radii of the olored

irles orrespond to the spei�ed exitation energy in eV, assuming an inner potential

V0 = 13 eV. Dotted lines rossing the irles demark the photoemission angle with respet

to the surfae normal. The presentation method is inspired by referene [32℄.
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by the ombination of photon energy and tilt angle used: (i) with k‖,det along the X
plane, apturing band dispersions along the (Z)−X − (Z) diretion, or (ii) with k‖,det
perpendiular to the X plane, measuring dispersions along (Γ)−X − (Γ). The labels X
and X ′

will be assigned to the high-symmetry point for the ases (i), respetively (ii),

as in �gure 1.11. Also, the following diretion onventions apply:

� For all sans at points di�erent from X, if performed along (110), it will not be
disriminated between (110) and (110). The momentum axis in the data will be

labeled k‖,det or k‖,(110).

� For sans at X using He-Iα exitation at 30◦ tilt angle, k‖,det is parallel to (110),
and k‖,tilt is (110). Intrinsi momentum dimension in plots will therefore be labeled

k‖,(110).

� For sans at X with He-IIα exitation at 31◦, k‖,det is along (110) and k‖,tilt along
(110). Momentum axis will be labeled k‖,(110).

The label Λ, is used in �gures 1.10 and 1.11 to designate the half-way point between

Γ and Z. This is a deviation from the usual onvention for the body-entered tetragonal

lattie, but is in aordane with reent nomenlature in URu2Si2 literature (e.g. refer-

ene [51℄). In an simple tetragonal lattie, with the Brillouin zone half the height of its

body-entered tetragonal ounterpart, Λ beomes a high-symmetry point.

To improve readability, for the remainder of this thesis, the usual notation of spei-

fying a Brillouin zone ounter in the index of a high-symmetry point will be abandoned.

Instead, points in momentum spae will be denoted by the Greek symbol of the los-

est high-symmetry point using exitation energy of the respetive experiment as index.

For example, Γ21.2 and Λ40.8 denote the points investigated by He-I and He-II along kz ,
Z8.4 will be the point reahed by the Xe-lamp, Λ24 will be another point available by

synhrotron radiation monohromatized at 24 eV, and so on.
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Chapter 2

Previous E�orts

2.1 Researh Context

2.1.1 Brief Projet History

The projet into whih this thesis is embedded was born and led by Prof. Dr Andres

Felipe Santander-Syro (A.F.S.S.) from CSNSM, Université Paris-Sud in 2007. At a time

in URu2Si2 researh history when the partiipation of heavy quasi-partiles in the phase

transition had not yet been proven experimentally, it had the stated goal of investigating

Fermi surfae instabilities aross the HO transition. Prof. Dr Friedrih Reinert (F.R.)

from Experimentelle Physik VII, Universität Würzburg, was able to ontribute one of

the few ARPES systems world wide apable of delivering the required resolution and

temperature.

Findings of the ooperation in the period 2007�2008, of whih the most prominent

inlude a Fermi-surfae instability reported in [57℄, were disussed as a part of the PhD

work of Markus Klein (M.K.) and of my diploma thesis (referenes [49, 54℄). The latter

was made under diret supervision of M.K., with A.F.S.S. and F.R. as formal advisors.

Those results will brie�y be reviewed in the following. Researh then ontinued through

2009 until present, posing at �rst the sienti� basis for the MS thesis of Cedri Bareille

(C.B.), and later for his PhD thesis, together with the work of my own PhD thesis.

2.1.2 Struture of This Thesis

(100)                  (110)

  He-I
a

Previous e�orts of the group The urrent hapter

2 of this manusript aims to introdue the work of the

Paris / Würzburg group from 2007�2008, and thus to pro-

vide the proper ontext for the following researh. For this

purpose, �old� results from this period will be reviewed in

setion 2.3. The data presented here was measured using

He-Iα exitation energy at the reiproal spae loation des-

ignated by the image to the right. After a brief overview

of the eletroni struture, results published in referene [57℄, will be realled. Where

appropriate, a limited amount of new data will be intermixed to omplete the piture

(setions 2.2 and 2.3.3).

21
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Main theme of this thesis Chapter 3 will then present the main results of this

thesis. Taking over from e�orts of 2007�2008, it will improve on side aspets not fully

overed by [57℄, with both new data and more in-depth analysis. Then new results will be

presented, emerging from the following generation of experiments performed sine 2009.

The �ndings at the ore of this thesis, onerning the surfae state, the heat-up state,

and the development of the �hidden-order� on a pre-formed Kondo lattie, are published

as referenes [61, 77℄ or in preparation [83℄. These represent roughly the ��rst half� of

the 2009�2013 investigations.

Parallel e�orts of the group Finally, in hapter 4, a short review of the �seond half�

will be o�ered. It exposes with momentum-resolved data the gapping of the Fermi surfae,

the symmetry, and the loss of entropy aross the �hidden-order� transition. The work was

performed with my full ontribution to the experiments, and partial ontributions to the

data analysis and disussions. Although the more detailed presentation and disussion

of those results poses one of the foal points C.B.'s PhD thesis. They are to be published

as referene [76℄.

As with any ollaboration on a topi this vast, a strit separation of the sienti�

merits is di�ult. C.B. ontributed ruially to the researh for hapter 3, just as I did

for hapter 4. Nonetheless, utmost are was taken to label alien ontributions as suh.

Diret ontributions of other persons to this thesis, in partiular of C.B., were marked

orrespondingly. If in doubt, the following approximate formula is suggested: fats pre-

sented quoting �gures from other works were researhed predominantly by others, while

those based on original �gures represent my own work.

2.2 Wide Energy Range Sans at the Γ-point

To provide an overview over the eletroni struture, �gure 2.1 shows ARPES sans

performed over a wide energy range with a nominal resolution of ∆E ≥ 10 meV using

the He lamp. This kind of data�low-resolution wide-range sans�were always olleted

several hours after leaving, when the sample surfae had lost the ability to provide

good high-resolution data (setion 3.1). As a onsequene, the surfae was usually badly

degraded, resulting in poor ontrast and an e�etive resolution lower than 10 meV.

Panels (a) and (b) show the raw data in the PM and HO phase at the Γ21.2 point.

In () and (d), the same data is displayed as 2

nd

derivative plots. This enhanes the

ontrast of the ARPES intensity suh that individual dispersions of intense bands an

be well observed. To hek for any HO indued hanges in the band struture at higher

binding energies, the dispersions were traed by hand as demonstrated by the overlaid

dashed lines. This proedure was repeated for another pair of sans below/above the HO

transition temperature, not shown here. Cumulative results are displayed in �gure 2.2

(a,b). The same multitude of bands is visible in both the ordered and unordered phases.

There is no di�erene aross the HO transition detetable in the low-resolution band

struture for binding energies as low as 1.5 eV below the Fermi level, as �gure 2.2()

demonstrates. As previous experiments, to be reviewed below, already demonstrated,

eletron-spetrosopial evidene is more likely to be found in high-resolution data lose

to the Fermi level.
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Figure 2.1: ARPES sans over a wide energy range at the Γ point. Sans at

low resolution (∆E ≥ 10 meV) in the HO phase (T = 13 K) and PM (T = 18 K)

phase at the Γ21.2 point of URu2Si2 as raw ARPES data (a-b), and onvoluted with the

2nd derivative of a 2D Gauss funtion (-d). Dashed blue (red) lines on top of the 2nd

derivative plots guide the eyes to the visible bands in the HO (PM) phase. The light

hole-like band rossing EF visible in this partiular data set only in the HO phase (a,),

is atually also detetable in the PM phase in di�erent data sets (see �gure 2.2 and

following presentation of high-resolution data). Band struture hanges aross T
HO

are

not visible at this resolution.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the HO and PM band struture at Γ21.2. Band

loations from ARPES sans from �gure 2.1 and similar in the HO [panel (a)℄ and PM

[panel (b)℄ phase were umulated and ompared in panel (). At this resolution, no

detetable bands hange aross the HO transition.

2.3 High-Resolution ARPES at the Γ-point

2.3.1 The High-Resolution Features at the Fermi Level
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Figure 2.3: High-resolution sans at T = 10 K along the (110) diretion. Panel

(a): energy-momentum intensity-map normalized by the Fermi-Dira distribution. Panel

(b): MDCs of the same data. The features orresponding to the SS and CB dispersion

are shown, respetively, by the blak and red dashed lines. Panel (): Seond derivative

in the k‖ and E-diretions, normalized to the highest intensity point and averaged. Only

negative values of the seond derivative (representing band maxima) are shown.

Figure 2.3 shows typial high resolution He-I spetra of URu2Si2 along the (110)
diretion at 10 K. Here, the energy region −150 meV ≤ E ≤ 30 meV was hosen. EF

orresponds to zero energy. Panel 2.3(a) shows the energy-momentum intensity map

normalized by the Fermi-Dira distribution (FDD). The most prominent struture is an

intense hole-like struture, bound at E ≈ −35 meV. This is a surfae-state (SS), whih
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will be disussed in detail in setion 3.1.

Figure 2.3(b) shows the momentum distribution urves (MDCs) of the intensity map

in panel (a). The MDC peaks orresponding to the surfae state are traed by the blak

dashed lines. Along the �anks of the SS, the MDCs also present small but distint

shoulders dispersing parallel to the surfae band and rossing the Fermi level at k‖ ≈

±0.2 Å−1
. They belong to a hole-like band (CB), traed by the red dashed lines. Slightly

below the Fermi level, a narrow struture of oherent heavy quasi-partiles is visible,

referred to as QP1 throughout this thesis. QP1, SS and CB appear more learly in �gure

2.3(), displayed as a 2

nd

derivative of the data from panel (a).

CB and QP1 are related to HO and will be brie�y introdued in the following. They

represent the major �ndings from 2007�2008, and were extensively disussed in refer-

enes [49, 54, 57℄.

2.3.2 Fermi Surfae Instability Aross the HO Transition

The temperature dependent behavior of QP1 is displayed in �gure 2.4. Panel (d) shows

FDD-normalized ARPES intensity maps, in temperature suession aross the HO tran-

sition from 26 K to 10 K. The heavy feature shifts from the thermally oupied part of

the spetrum (E > EF ) to E < EF as the temperature falls below T
HO

. In the nor-

mal state of URu2Si2, it is visible as non-dispersing spetral intensity spreading between

k‖ = ±0.2 Å

−1
. In this way it is learly disernible from any artifats that ould have

been reated by the FDD normalization. Within experimental resolution, its dispersive

nature is observed only at temperatures well below T
HO

. Panels (a) and (b) show the

ARPES data as raw, respetively FDD-normalized energy distribution urves (EDCs)

integrated between ±0.2 Å

−1
. Findings are summarized in panel (), whih show the

energy of the lowest point of QP1 in dependene of the relative temperature T/T
HO

.

A onnetion between QP1 and CB is indiated by �gures 2.5(b,d) and 2.6. ARPES

intensity maps, EDCs, and MDCs of the HO phase are shown for the (110) and (100)

diretions. CB is seen to disperse through EF at preisely the same momentum oordi-

nates at whih QP1 bends obtaining its harateristi �M�-like shape. This orresponds

to k‖) ≈ 0.2 Å

−1
in (110) diretion, and k‖ ≈ 0.15 Å

−1
along (100). A hybridization

between QP1 and CB appears likely, but ould not be diretly deteted, e.g. by showing

the formation of a band gap, under the given experimental onditions.

2.3.3 The HO Fermi Surfae at the Γ-point

The �rst ut through the Fermi surfae of the HO state of URu2Si2 was inferred from

low-resolution (∆E = 10 meV) 2

nd

derivative data in M.K.'s PhD thesis [54℄. The orre-

sponding in-plane APRES data at 21.2 eV is shown in the upper panel of �gure 2.7, with

2

nd

derivative in the lower panel. Blak irles demark the probable points at whih CB

would disperse through EF , extrated from the 2

nd

derivatives.

A high-resolution version of the Fermi surfae (∆E = 5.18 meV) is shown in �gure

2.8. The data was gathered in 2009 within 1/2 hour after the fresh leave of a sample.

This represents the limit of what is ahievable with the He-I setup in terms of resolution

and signal quality due to rapid surfae degradation (setion 3.1). Panel (a) shows the raw

Fermi surfae, obtained by integrating over 2 meV around EF . In panel (b), it is displayed

4-fold symmetrized. The data from (a) was slied in the k‖,det × k‖,tilt plane radially
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Figure 2.4: Heavy fermion band at Γ evolving with temperature. Panel (a):

EDCs integrated within ±0.2 Å

−1
along the (110) diretion in the PM (red) and HO

(blue) phase. Panel (b): EDCs integrated between ±0.2 Å

−1
from the data presented in

panel (d) and normalized by the FDD for various temperatures. The heavy band peaks

are indiated by small triangles, small olored dashes at the right border denote the

zero-intensity level for eah spetrum. Panel (): summary of the temperature evolution

as binding energy of the QP1 peak plotted against temperature. Higher points on the

energy axis orrespond to more strongly bound states. Panel (d): temperature evolution

of the QP1 peak presented by ARPES intensity olor plots. Image from referene [57℄.
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Figure 2.5: Hybridization of the heavy band with a hole-like ondution band.

Panel (a): ARPES intensity olor plot of the heavy band at E ≈ −7 meV measured in

(110) diretion at T < THO. Panel (b): EDCs of the data shown in panel (a) in the

region lose to EF . A blak dashed line illustrates the dispersion of the heavy band.

Panel (): Corresponding MDCs, with blak lines showing the dispersions of the surfae

state (disussed later) and another light, hole-like band (CB), apparently rossing EF at

the kF vetors lose to ±0.2 Å−1
. Panel (d): Negative values of a 2

nd

derivative intensity

plot of the data set in (a), highlighting urvature peaks. Blak dashes sketh the EF

rossing of CB and QP1 at the spots where QP1 folds. Image from referene [57℄.
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Figure 2.6: The interation between QP1 and CB in the HO phase at Γ21.2.

Panel (a): ARPES intensity measured in the HO phase (T = 14 K) along the (100)

diretion. A dispersing heavy-fermion band is visible at E = −4 meV below EF . Parallel

to SS, a hole-like ondution band (CB), indiated by white dashed lines, is deteted.

Panel (b): EDC staks of the same data set. Blak dashed line o�ers a guide to the eye

for the heavy-fermion dispersion. Bold lines represent EDCs with their peak losest to

EF . Image from referene [57℄.

starting from the (0,0) point, in inrements of 10◦. The resulting MDCs are displayed

in panel (). Dashes on the MDCs indiate the maximum intensity, representing the k‖
distane from (0,0) at whih the tips of the �M�-like QP1 apparently touh EF . They

orrespond to the points at whih CB would disperse through EF . The positions of the

maxima of the MDCs from panel () are also overlaid on panel (b) as blue rosses. Empty

irles on top represent the previous FS map trae from �gure 2.7, for omparison. The

shapes of the FS uts math very well, resembling a square, with its orners along the

(110) diretion.

Interestingly, the only struture of approximately similar size in LDA alulations

on paramagneti URu2Si2 (e.g. from [32℄), is rotated by 45 degrees with respet to the

experimental data: it has its orners along (100). A misalignment of the URu2Si2 sample

has been triple-heked by Laue, LEED, and by examining the optial appearane of the

rystal surfae (�gure 1.9) and an be exluded.

An intriguing property of the high-resolution FS map from �gure 2.8 is the noise

struture along the borders of the main sheet. When viewed in this partiular olor

map, in its 4-fold symmetrized version, the noise appears to add up to a further 4-

fold symmetri FS sheet, emphasized by dotted green lines in panel (b). If it ould be

established as a legit struture, as opposed to random noise in the bakground, it may

reonile orientation di�erenes between LDA and the experimental data. Unfortunately,

for now the MDCs in panel () do not support this �rst impression beyond a reasonable

doubt. However, the issue will be disussed again using better data in hapter 4.
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Figure 2.7: Low-resolution He-I Fermi surfae trae of URu2Si2. Top panel shows

an ARPES intensity map of a Fermi surfae at Γ21.2 measured at low resolution (∆E ≥
10 meV). Bottom panel shows the same data in its 2

nd

derivative form, overlaid with blak

irles traing the likely shape of the Fermi surfae. The kF vetors were obtained by

traing the points at whih CB would disperse through EF in the orresponding ARPES

intensity plots used to reate the Fermi surfae map. Image from referene [54℄.
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Figure 2.8: High-resolution He-I Fermi surfae of URu2Si2. Raw ARPES Fermi

surfae map, obtained by integrating over 2 meV around EF , shown (a) non-symmetrized

and (b) 4-fold symmetrized. Blue rosses in panel (b) denote maxima of MDCs in panel

(); blak irles are reprodued from �gure 2.7, for omparison. MDCs in () were

obtained from radial uts through the data of panel (a) every 10

◦
. Resulting Fermi

surfae trae is displayed in panels (b) as marked dots. Blak irles are reprodued from

�gure 2.7, for omparison. Dotted green line suggests the shape of another tri�e-like

Fermi sheet (see main text).



Chapter 3

Unveiling the �Hidden-Order�

3.1 The Surfae State

(100)                  (110)

Xe-I

He-I
b

He-I
a

He-II
This setion deals with the eletroni struture feature la-

beled �SS� from �gure 2.3. An analysis will be presented in

the following of why this struture is identi�ed as a surfae

state and what its likely origins are. The data at the basis

of this disussion was gathered using laboratory He and Xe

light soures at the reiproal spae points indiated in the

�gure to the left. Results were published in [61℄.

3.1.1 Similarities Between SS and CB

For a more quantitative analysis, eah MDC in �gure 2.3(b) was �tted with four Lorentzi-

ans: two innermost for the SS peaks, and two outermost for the CB peaks. The obtained

peak maxima represent the dispersions of the SS and CB. The former, displayed as blak

dashed lines, was adjusted with a parabola, �xing the band maximum at E = −36 meV,

as given by the maximum intensity in the EDC at Γ21.2. The proess is visualized in

�gure 3.1, where blak open irles denote the SS and CB dispersions obtained from the

MDC �tting proedure above and the full blak irle is the SS band maximum. The

resulting paraboli dispersion, shown by the inner white urve, has an e�etive mass of

m⋆ ≈ −1.4me. If the band maximum of this parabola is shifted upwards to an energy of

140 meV, it mathes well with the CB dispersion. Hene, within experimental auray,

the two bands have the same e�etive mass.

3.1.2 Laking Dependene of Photon Energy

The intensity maps in the upper panels of �gure 3.2 show the SS using the photon energies

of He-Iα, He-Iβ, He-IIα and Xe-I, in eah ase for a freshly leaved sample. Measurements

with the He lamp were performed lasting only a few minutes. The SS dispersion and

band maximum are the same in all four ases, despite the di�erent kz values for the

di�erent photon energies. Thus, this state does not disperse along kz, in aordane with

its identi�ation as a surfae band. The di�erent intensities in the angle-resolved spetra

of the He lamp have their origin in the intrinsi properties of the lamp used for He-Iα and

He-Iβ. The intensity in the He-IIα spetrum, lower than expeted from lamp properties

31
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Figure 3.1: Visualisation of the

e�etive masses of the CB and

SS. This spetrum was measured at

T = 10 K along the (110) diretion.
The open blak irles trae the dis-

persions of the MDC peak maxima

attributed to the SS (inner branhes)

and CB (outer branhes). The in-

ner white lines show a paraboli �t to

the SS dispersion, performed keeping

the band-maximum at E = −36 meV

�xed (full blak dot). Shifted up

in energy to E ≈ 140 meV, the

parabola mathes very well the CB

(outer white lines), suggesting SS to

be a Shokley state for whih CB is

the assoiated upper bulk band.
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alone, ould be attributed to the low photo-ionisation ross setion of surfae states for

high photon energies [3℄.

Previous studies using a tunable light soure have shown a narrow struture lose

to the Fermi energy, the intensity of whih is strongly modulated along kz [32℄. The

said struture an be onsistently identi�ed with SS. The bottom panel of �gure 3.2

emphasizes that the SS band-maximum is onstant as a funtion of photon energy by

showing the orresponding integrated EDCs, to ameliorate the signal-to-noise ratio for

the spetra with the He-Iβ and He-IIα lines.

The in�uene of the surfae aging on the SS is shown in �gure 3.3 using FDD-

normalized intensity maps reorded at 17 K. From left to right the time from leaving is

10, 40 and 70 minutes. As time�and thus surfae ontamination�inreases, the SS shifts

to larger binding energies, a behavior known from surfae states [36, 39℄. In ontrast, as

seen from this �gure, the QP1 band at EF keeps its position, and only its width and

amplitude degrade.

To investigate the ause of surfae aging, further experiments were performed using

di�erent ombinations of �lamp on/o�� and �He-�ow on/o�� patterns. Figure 3.4 shows

three di�erent surveys of the SS band maximum during the �rst hour after leaving. In

the �rst survey, shown by the red irles and lines, the He-lamp was ontinuously running

(He-�ow on, lamp on). It on�rms that the SS shifts down in energy with time after

leaving, in an approximately linear way. For the other two, the measurements were

stalled after 10 minutes from leaving over periods of time between 30 and 45 minutes.

The green squares and lines show the survey with the lamp and He-�ux swithed o�

during the interruption, and the blue triangles and lines show the survey with the He-

�ux on at the normal operation pressure of 8 × 10−10
mbar and the lamp o� during

the interruption (i.e. only the voltage of the disharge iruit was swithed o�). In

both ases, as the lamp was turned on again, the SS band ontinued shifting down in

energy at approximately the same rate it did in the �He-�ux on/lamp on� survey. This

kind of behavior has been observed previously in experiments on surfae states of noble
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Figure 3.2: EDCs of surfae state using di�erent photon energies. Data measured

with He-Iα, He-Iβ, He-IIα, and Xe-I exitation energy shown both in angle-resolved mode

(top) and integrated over the maximum intensity area around k‖ = 0 (bottom). All

measurements in this �gure were done in the minutes following leaving. The SS band

is detetable at exatly the same binding energy for all photon energies, indiating its

surfae harater.
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Figure 3.3: Spetra measured 10, 40 and 70 minutes from leaving. All spetra

were measured on a single sample at T = 17 K and are displayed normalized by the FDD.

Intensity in all panels is normalized to the �at QP1 peak at EF . The surfae state shifts

towards higher binding energies broadens as a onsequene of surfae ontamination. In

ontrast, the QP1 feature at E = 0 does not shift with time.

metals [36℄.

The data emphasizes that surfae ontamination is mainly due to residual gases

or ions of the plasma in the running He lamp [39℄, like ativated hydrogen atoms or

moleules. As the band, opposed to the bulk QP1 feature, shifts with inreasing surfae

aging and laks any kz dispersion, it is safe to be regarded as a true surfae state. In the

following setion its possible origins will be disussed.

3.1.3 Origin of the Surfae State

In a free eletron model, and ignoring resonane e�ets, surfae states appear in loal

gaps of the projeted 3D band struture. They are aompanied by bulk bands, at higher

and, respetively, at lower energies.

In this ase, the fat that the dispersions of the SS and CB math suggests to identify

the latter as the upper bulk band for the former. Candidates for the lower bulk band

an be found in the strutures at energies E ≤ −0.5 eV at Γ21.2, whih are mainly of

d harater [32℄. Figure 3.5 shows energy-momenta intensity maps around Γ21.2, along

both the (100) and (110) diretions, in a wide energy range down to E = −2.5 eV. The

red dashed line indiates the SS with the paraboli dispersion alulated as desribed

above. The red dotted lines represent the proposed bulk bands. The upper one is the

CB, too weak to be seen in the olor sale of this plot. The lower serves as a guide to

the eye to �nd a mathing andidate in the bands at E ≈ −0.5 eV, where most spetral

intensity is present. Consequently, one viable interpretation is that the SS arises in the

inverted gap of an sp- and d-like bulk band, and shifts towards the more bound d-band
upon adsorption of ativated H-atoms from the He plasma lamp [39℄.

In general, a surfae state an shift upon deposition of residual gases for several

reasons: (i) harater hange of the surfae state to more overlayer-like, as in the ase

of adsorption of thin �lms in an ordered deposition; (ii) eletron transfer between the

surfae state and the adsorbate; (iii) Pauli repulsion in the ase of adsorbates with a
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Figure 3.4: Three series of systemati time-dependent sans. The binding energy

of the SS band-maximum is plotted against time from leaving. The onstant binding

energy for the series where the high-voltage of the He-lamp was turned o� for a period of

time (blue and green urves) indiates that the origin of the surfae ontamination are

the residual gases from the He-lamp plasma.
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Figure 3.5: The surfae state and

andidates for lower and higher

bulk bands. Energy-momentum in-

tensity maps in inverse gray sale for

URu2Si2 in a wide energy range are

shown along the (100) and (110) dire-

tions. The dashed red line represents the

�tted parabola for the SS, as disussed

in the ontext of �gure 3.1. The dotted

red lines represent the CB and a andi-

dates for the lower assoiated bulk band,

as disussed in the text.
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similar symmetry of the wave funtion as the surfae state; and (iv) hanges in the work

funtion of the surfae by the adsorbate, following the phase aumulation model [2, 44,

7, 58℄. Option (i) is unlikely here, beause only small quantities of unordered residual

gases are adsorbed. Option (ii) is also di�ult to support, as SS is a fully oupied band

bound below EF . Pauli repulsion and / or hanges in the surfae work funtion are two

remaining senarii that will be brie�y explored.

The Pauli-repulsion senario Following the Pauli priniple, the wave funtions of

the surfae state and of the eletrons in the adsorbed moleule must be orthogonal. In

order to aommodate for an adsorbate with a similar symmetry, a surfae state shifts

its harater and hene its energy [25, 46℄. Thus, the senario (iii) above, involving Pauli

repulsion, ould be sustained here if CB and the bands depited in �gure 3.5 were assigned

as the higher and lower bulk bands for SS. Calulations [51, 52℄ show that the k-spae
region lose to EF at Γ is mainly populated by spd bands attributed to Ru and Si.

Comparing with the DMFT band-struture from referene [52℄, CB ould be attributed

to Si-p states.

Changes in the surfae work-funtion and phase-aumulation senario A-

ording to the phase aumulation model, waves of eletrons and image harges are

multiply re�eted at potential barriers and interfere onstrutively. They give rise to

an in�nite number of bound states at the surfae, the �rst of whih are typially the

observed surfae bands. The binding energy of the surfae bands depends, among oth-

ers, on the energies of the lower and upper bulk band and on the work funtion of the

surfae. A lowering of the work funtion as a onsequene of unordered deposition ould

well explain a shift of SS towards more bound states [20, 28℄. But for a quantitative

analysis, systemati investigations of the work funtion of URu2Si2 are needed.

3.1.4 Conlusion

To summarize, lear evidene was presented that a hole-like band of URu2Si2 bound

below E = −35 meV and typially used to haraterize the Γ point is a surfae state. It

is suggested that this band arises in the projeted gap of a light hole-like Ru-4d band and

a lighter ondution band, possibly of Si-p harater. The shift in energy of this surfae

band upon adsorption of residual moleules or ions from the He-lamp plasma might arise

from Pauli repulsion and / or loal hanges in the surfae work funtion following the

phase aumulation model.

Detailed slab layer alulations would be helpful to on�rm the existene of a surfae

state within a gap formed by the lower / upper bulk bands with the orret symme-

try ombination, and to identify the mehanism underlying its energy shift upon surfae

degradation. Additionally, more bulk-sensitive experimental methods like Compton sat-

tering [4, 21, 31℄ or ARPES with higher exitation energy [30, 42℄, ould be employed to

provide supplementary insight.

Independently of what its origin may be, the SS at Γ is not related to the HO transi-

tion. Its peak intensity, whih is almost an order of magnitude larger than the observed

heavy quasi-partile features, rather obsures bulk f -eletron physis. As residual gases

from plasma lamps without windows quikly a�et the surfae of URu2Si2, the signal-to-

noise ratio also degrades, additionally ompliating the detetion of heavy quasi-partiles.
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In suh ases, high-resolution measurements on this material should therefore be per-

formed possibly within minutes after leaving in order to ahieve physially meaningful

results.
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3.2 The Heat-up State

(100)                  (110)

  He-I
a

  Xe-I

The surfae state of URu2Si2 is signi�antly altered if a

leaved sample is heated up to room temperature and ooled

down again. This was observed inidentally, when the He

lamp in the Würzburg laboratory setup was replaed by the

Xe lamp. In reiproal spae, the Xe-I exitation energy of

8.4 eV reahes lose to the Z002 point. On the right-hand

side, the �gure indiates the relation between the dispersions

of the measurement ars of the two lamps.

The separation of the plasma lamp from the measurement hamber by means of a

window relieved the onstraints on URu2Si2 experiments. Thus, the time in whih high-

resolution experiments ould be performed prior to surfae degradation was extended

from less than one hour to several days. The available supply of liquid He used for

ooling beame the new limiting fator, beoming exhausted within 16�24 hours of mea-

surements. Beause of tehnial onstraints, the system (measurement hamber, sample

holder, sample) had to be brought up to room temperature to re�ll the liquid helium

an. This prompted investigations of the e�et of heating / ooling yles on an already

leaved sample surfae. The results, disussed in the following, are presented here to my

knowledge for the �rst time. Together with the analysis from setion 3.4.1, as of this

writing they are being prepared to be published as referene [83℄.

3.2.1 A Typial Measurement Session

Figure 3.6 shows a typial Xe lamp measurement session on one single leave of a sample

labeled �urs11�, performed aross several re�lls of liquid helium. The hronologi sues-

sion of ARPES sans is illustrated as small olored retangles on a blak string, the time

arrow. The meaning of the symbols on the time arrow is as follows:

� Retangles with labels inside represent spetra of the referene Cu-samples (green)

and of URu2Si2 (pink). Numbers within the labels are for internal referene. Com-

ments on the loation in k-spae, the manipulator tilt angle (in degrees), and

measurement settings, are shown within the pink retangles, where appropriate.

� Arrows denote the ooling down (blue) or warming up (red) ativity preeding

the respetive san.

� Double arrows represent a full heat-up to or ool-down from room temperature.

Time labels represent the delay to the next ativity, i.e. the time spent by the

sample at room temperature in vauum.

For easier pereption, the sans are grouped as follows:

� One temperature per row: a series of URu2Si2 sans at a given temperature is

always grouped together and displayed on a single row. Every series is aompanied

by a referene measurement (green box) with the determined temperature within.

The referene san is measured indi�erently either at the beginning or at the end

of the respetive series.
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Figure 3.6: Measurement time-

line for a URu2Si2 sample.

Large olor boxes (red, blue, green)

demark individual Helium re�ll ses-

sions. The �rst part, surrounded

by a solid red border, represents a

typial ooling, leaving, and mea-

suring session on a freshly leaved

sample. The green (blue) parts were

performed after one (two) liquid he-

lium re�lls, involving the heating up

of the sample to room temperature

in the proess. The blak line repre-

sents the �time arrow�, showing the

order in whih the ARPES sans

(small olored boxes with labels in-

side) were performed. See main text

for a detailed desription.

� One ooling session per group: measurement series are divided in three time

periods, grouped together by large, olored retangles. Eah session is approx-

imately 16 hours, limited by the amount of liquid helium available for ooling.

Their suession is as follows:

� the fresh leave (red retangle), showing a typial URu2Si2 measurement on

a sample freshly leaved at lowest attainable temperature;

� the 1

st

heat-up (green) is a subsequent session after one full yle of heating

up to room temperature and ooling down again 3 days later;

� the 2

nd

heat-up (blue) is another session, after one further heating & ooling

yle, 96 hours after the �rst session, or 24 hours after the previous yle.

Besides �urs11�, another sample, labeled �urs12�, was measured involving one liquid

helium re�ll, and thus one heat-up & ool-down yle. Results from these two samples

will be disussed in the following. In other ases, the measurement ended and the sample

was reyled for a fresh leave after the exhaustion of the �rst liquid helium supply.

3.2.2 Eletroni Struture After a Heating-Cooling Cyle

Figure 3.7 shows �urs11� before and after a heating and ooling yle. Panel (a) shows

a niely dispersing surfae state measured in (110) orientation, below T
HO

, during the

red �fresh leave� session from �gure 3.6. The data is FDD-normalized. A 2

nd

derivative

version of the same data is shown in (b). The SS �t from setion 3.1 is overlaid as

a red dashed line, bound at E ≈ −38 meV. In panel (), another 2

nd

derivative is

shown, obtained from a san performed during the green �1

st

heat-up� session, after one

heating / ooling yle. A struture similar to SS is appearing. It will be alled �HS�

(i.e. �heat-up state�) heneforth. The new struture di�ers signi�antly from SS: �rst, it
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Figure 3.7: Development of the heat-up state. Panel (a): ARPES san no. 30,

measured on the freshly leaved surfae of sample �urs11� at Z8.4. The data is shown

FDD-normalized. Panel (b): the same data, onvoluted with the 2nd derivative of a

Gaussian (σE = 10 meV, σk = 0.04 Å

−1
). Theoretial dispersion of SS (�gure 3.1)

is overlaid as a red slashed line. Panel (): ARPES san no. 43, after one heat-up

and ool-down yle, shown as a 2

nd

derivative similar to (b). Binding energy of the

theoretial dispersion is set to E = −13.5 meV, the new binding energy of the intense

hole-like state. Dispersion of the state di�ers signi�antly from that of SS: it is �at

and heavy (m/me = O(100)) lose to EF at rystal momenta |k| ≤ 0.15 Å−1, and
light (m/me = O(1)) at higher momenta. Panels (d-f) show FDD-normalized ARPES

data after one [panels (d,f)℄, respetively two [panel (e)℄ heat-up / ool-down yles.

In dereasing order of temperature, from left to right, HS shifts towards more negative

energies. Unlike SS, this hole-like state shifts in strong dependene on temperature,

without orrelation to the time of exposure to residual gases.
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is bound at E = −14 meV, muh loser to EF ; then the dispersion of SS, again overlaid

as a red dashed line, does not orrespond to HS in spite of the adjusted binding energy.

Instead, the upper part of the band seems rather �at. Only at energies below −50 meV

does its e�etive mass beome inreasingly similar to SS.

Panels (d-f) doument that HS is shifting gradually with ooling, from −7 meV at

69 K, to −11 meV at 19 K, �nally reahing −14 meV below the transition temperature.

The data is displayed as FDD-normalized ARPES intensity in graysale. In all panels, a

free eletron hole-like dispersion with the same mass as SS is shown. The loation of the

peak orresponding to HS, extrated from EDCs at k‖ = 0, was hosen as the highest

point of the paraboli dispersion. In spite of both SS and HS being hole-like, they are

learly of di�erent nature. Unlike with SS, attempts to adjust the e�etive mass of the

parabola to math the shape of HS have failed systematially.

Of partiular importane seems the fat that HS does not shift with aging: hrono-

logial order for the three lower panels in �gure 3.7 is (d), (f), (e). This di�ers from

the order of their binding energies, whih is instead related to the sample temperature.

The san suession is also proof that HS, one reated by the �rst heating & ooling

suession, is stable to further temperature yles. This an be understood from san

3.7(d), whih was measured during in the blue �2

nd

heat-up� session of �gure 3.6.

3.2.3 Heat-up State Dispersion

A systemati investigation of the HS dispersion is shown �gure 3.8 using data obtained

from the sample �urs12�. Panels (a) and (b) show ARPES intensity maps in graysale

below and above T
HO

. For a striter analysis, in eah EDC of a spetrum the point of

maximum intensity was determined and marked on top of the orresponding ARPES

panel with a ross. Polynomial �ts to these marks are drawn as solid lines: red for the

HO ase in panel (a), blue in the PM data from (b). To assess the di�erenes aross

the transition, the red line �t from (a) is also displayed in (b) as a dashed dispersion.

In both ases, the hole-like band dispersion has a low e�etive mass, omparable to

SS or CB, in the stronger bound region (E ≤ −50 meV). Closely below EF , the band

appears dispersionless and �at at momenta between k‖ = ±0.1 Å

−1
. The result is also

illustrated in panels () and (d) as olletions of EDCs, plotted in a waterfall manner.

For orientation, the lines for k‖ vetors of ±0.1 Å

−1
and 0.1 Å

−1
are bold. The �tted

HS dispersions are plotted as dashed lines.

In both �urs11� and �urs12�, the shape of HS ommends a strong resemblane with the

lower part of a hybridization between a light and a heavy band. The �ts suggest that the

upper, heavier, �at part of the band is shifting to stronger bound states with ooling. The

lateral, �fast� branhes do not hange within experimental auray. However, signal-to-

noise ratio is too bad to make a lear distintion between HS shifting as a whole, or only

its upper part moving, with the rapidly dispersing �anks remaining onstant.

3.2.4 Systemati Behavior of the Heat-Up State

For omparison, a san of HS using He-I exitation energy is displayed in 3.9(a) as an

FDD-normalized ARPES intensity, together with the dashed dispersion from 3.8(). Al-

though data quality has signi�antly diminished�by this time, the sample had spent

more than 100 hours in the measurement hamber�a struture is visible that is om-
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Figure 3.8: Dispersion of the heat-up state. Panels (a,b): FDD-normalized ARPES

sans at Z8.4 after one heat-up / ool-down yle in a di�erent sample (labeled �urs12�)

at 8 K and 23 K. For eah EDC, the position of the maximum intensity is shown by ross

markers. Solid lines, red in (a), blue in (b), show polynomial �ts to the EDC maxima. In

panel (b), the polynomial �t from panel (a) is reprodued as a dashed red line. Compared

to the solid-line �t native to panel (b), the dashed line shows only a lower binding energy,

remains otherwise unhanged. Panels (,d): same data as in (a,b) shown as staks of

EDCs. Bold lines denote EDCs at k‖ values of ±0.1 Å

−1
and 0.0 Å

−1
. Dashed lines are

the polynomial �ts to the HS dispersion from panels (a), respetively (b). Beyond HS,

heavy-fermion peaks are visible at or above EF in the ARPES data from (a) and EDCs

from (). Similar peaks in panel (d) are di�ult to detet owing to the poor signal to

noise ratio.
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patible with HS, and not with SS. This would suggest that the same band is available

at more than one position along kz, aiding the argument that HS may be a 2D surfae

state.
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Figure 3.9: Reproduibility of the HS dispersion. Panel (a): ARPES sans of

sample �urs11� measured with He-Iα at Γ21.2 at 17 K. The overlaid slashed red line is

a polynomial �t to HS obtained from another ARPES san at Z8.4, measured in the

HO phase (�gure 3.8). It mathes the He-Iα ARPES dispersion. The weak ontrast is

a result of unfavorable experimental fators (see text). At EF , the heavy-fermion peak

QP1 is learly visible. Panel (b): EDCs integrated for k-values between ±0.1 Å

−1
from

the FDD-normalized heat-up sans of �urs11� from �gure 3.7 (top), of �urs12� from �gure

3.8 (middle), and the san from panel (a) (bottom). Dashed lines indiate the top-most

position of HS below T
HO

(blue), slightly above (red), and far above (orange). The �lled

triangles indiate the position of QP1 at EF , where detetable.

The temperature dependeny of the binding energy of HS at Z8.4 is onsistent aross

multiple heating / ooling yles, and also well reproduible in di�erent samples. Figure

3.9(b) shows a summary, using data from �gures 3.7 and 3.8 in the form of EDCs ex-

trated from k‖ = 0. The legend links the di�erent spetra to the orresponding samples.

In all EDCs, the heavy QP1 is marked by small olored triangles. The blue EDCs, all

measured at approximately 10 K, show a peak orresponding to HS, demarked by a blue

vertial dashed line. With inreasing temperature, the HS peak shifts to higher energy, as

indiated by the red and orange lines. Additionally, the following is observed onerning

the suession of the HS binding energies:

� HS binding energies for �urs11� and �urs12� are similar around T ≈ 10 K; this also

overs the data at Γ21.2 measured by the He-I lamp.

� Orange line of �urs12� at 23 K has essentially the same binding energy as �urs11�

at 69 K, although the temperatures are far apart,

� but the red line of �urs12� at 19 K strongly di�ers from the orange line at 23 K

from �urs12�.
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Thus, it would appear that the shifting of the binding energy stops somewhere between

19 K and 23 K. This points to modi�ations of the eletroni struture ourring at

temperatures around 23 K.

3.2.5 Conlusion

The presene of HS at Γ raises the question of whether it may be another surfae state.

Even if the quality of the data is rather poor, it shows that the HS does not disperse

muh with kz, at least not in the ordered phase. But the argument is weak for two

reasons: �rst, Γ21.2 and Z8.4 are preisely 1/2 Brillouin zone apart with respet to the

body-entered tetragonal unit ell in URu2Si2. If a symmetry transition from body-

entered to simple tetragonal was involved in the HO transition, then the appearane of

HS at Γ for temperatures below 17.5 K would be the natural onsequene. Seond, given

the large e�etive mass of HS lose to the Fermi level, a small dispersion along kz annot
be exluded: it ould easily have gone undeteted, onsidering the poor data quality in

�gure 3.9(a).

In ontrast, evidene that HS is a bulk state predominates. For one, the band is

shifting towards EF�the wrong diretion, when ompared to SS, whih shifts towards

stronger bound states. Then the shifting diretion of HS shows no dependeny on age;

instead, it shifts as a funtion of sample temperature. Finally, HS apparently is involved

in a hybridization proess, similarly to QP1 and CB, whih are onsidered to be bulk

bands.
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3.3 The X-Point

Extensively disussed, the eletroni properties of URu2Si2 are determined by the dual

itinerant-loalized harater of the Uranium 5f eletrons, with Kondo sreening develop-

ing around T ≈ 75 K. Band hybridizations between heavy f -eletrons and light hole-like

ondution bands were already shown at the X point for paramagneti URu2Si2 [32℄.

3
0

°

21°(100)                  (110)

X

He-I
a

He-II
a

X'

In a body-entered tetragonal lattie, two di�erent ��a-

vors� of the high-symmetry point, X and X ′
, an be probed

experimentally, owing to the Brillouin zone staking dis-

ussed in setion 1.3.3. With He-Iα and He-IIα light, they

an be reahed at sample tilt angles of 30◦, respetively 21◦,
as indiated by the image to the right.

In part 3.3.1 of this setion, the band struture at X,

lose to EF , is examined in both the PM and the HO phase

of the rystal, using high-resolution He-Iα ARPES data. The development of band hy-

bridizations and a hybridization gap aross the HO transition�irumstane previously

not aptured diretly by other experiments�is revealed in the data, and baked up by

a simple phenomenologi model. The �nding represent a major ingredient in the main

message of this thesis: the �hidden-order� developing on top of a pre-formed Kondo

lattie.

In part 3.3.2, omplementary wide energy range sans at X and X ′
will be disussed.

To attest beforehand, in this partiular experimental setup (setion 1.3.2), the rapidly

degrading signal of the He lamp does not permit de�nitive insight onerning a possible

symmetry hange from body-entered to simple tetragonal�a topi vigorously pursued

during the 3

rd

generation of researh (setion 1.2.5). But none the less rewarding, the

wide-range data at X o�ers opportunity to ompare the experimental band struture

with theoretial alulations.

3.3.1 High-Resolution Features

The �rst part of the following disussion onerns band hybridizations between a heavy

and light band at X, aswell as the resulting Fermi surfae (FS). It has not been previously

published. Based on high-resolution He-Iα data measured by Dr Andreas Nuber and

myself in 2009, it is elaborated here for the �rst time. The seond part fouses on a

systemati hybridization analysis of the same data using a phenomenologial model. It

is based on the data analysis from C. Bareille's MS thesis [60℄, extended here in several

experimental aspets I deemed important. In a redued form, the �ndings were also

published as part of referene [77℄.

Band hybridization at X He-Iα ARPES sans with a resolution of ∆E = 5.18 meV

were performed at various temperatures around the HO transition. Figure 3.10 shows

olor plots of the FDD-normalized data. The sans were performed with samples tilted

by 30◦ along the (110) diretion. The momentum axis of the plots designates (110), the
diretion parallel to the X plane in reiproal spae. The stark di�erene in intensity

between positive and negative momentum oordinates is attributed to matrix elements.

Starting at 12 K in panel (a), a light hole-like dispersion is visible below EF , and a �at

struture with eletron-like dispersion at and above the Fermi level. The highest point of
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the light band is E = −8 meV, below EF . At that energy it displays a very high e�etive

mass, appearing to be the result of a hybridization with the heavy band. The lowest

part of the upper band is at E ≈ −2 meV. A hybridization gap separating the two is

observed as a region of strongly redued intensity, at momenta between k‖ = ±0.14 Å−1
,

and energies from −6 meV to −3 meV. Dashed vertial lines at 0.195 Å

−1
indiate the

boundaries of the X plane, ruling out the rossing of Brillouin zone limits as a trivial

reason for the band hybridization.
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Figure 3.10: T-dependent high-resolution ARPES intensity maps at X. The

data was measured using He-Iα exitation energy in the HO phase in (a,b), around

the phase transition in (,d) and in the PM phase in (e,f). Vertial dashed lines at

k‖ = ±0.195 Å

−1
denote the boundaries of the X plane. A rapidly dispersing hole-like

state hybridizing with a heavy eletron band (m/me ≈ 100), aswell as the hybridization
gap at kF ≈ 0.14 Å

−1
, are visible below and above T

HO

. At 35 K, a hybridization gap is

not disernible, possibly owing to thermal broadening.

With inreasing temperature in subsequent panels, the appearane of the bands

hanges slightly, owing to temperature broadening and experimental noise. The hy-

bridization gap, however, remains learly visible well into the PM phase, for example in

panels (d) and (e), at 18, respetively 24 K. At 35 K, in panel (f), both bands are still

observed, but whether the hybridization has eased or the gap is just blurred by thermal

broadening is impossible to say within the limits of the experimental onditions.

The struture of the Fermi surfae A systemati analysis of the FS shape is medi-

ated by �gure 3.11. Panels (a) and (d) show two k‖,det × k‖,tilt intensity maps at E = 0,
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for temperatures below, respetively above T
HO
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Figure 3.11: Fermi surfae uts at X. The data was measured with He-Iα energy

in the HO phase (a-) and the PM phase (d-f). Staked MDCs integrated from high-

resolution ARPES sans at −4 meV ≤ E
kin

≤ 1 meV are shown in panels (a) and (d),

respetively. Overlaid rosses demark the positions of intensity peaks obtained from

radial MDCs taken every 10◦, as displayed in panels (b) and (e). Panels () and (f) show

MDCs parallel to the measurement tilt diretion, with a double-peak struture dispersing

parallel to (110). This suggests that the idea of an oval BCT-symmetri poket around

X may be misleading (see main text).

MDCs reated by sliing the data from the X point radially every 10◦ are shown in

panels (b) and (e). Maxima in the MDCs, denoted by blak dashes, belong to maximum

intensity in the FS maps of (a) and (d). This proedure was repeated for all available

data sets. The positions of the maxima for all data sets are shown as blue (HO phase),

respetively red (PM phase) rosses in the orresponding FS maps.

The �gure demonstrates three things. First, a 2-fold symmetri struture of the FS
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map is suggested, elongated along (110) with respet to (110). The size of the oval is

(0.2 ± 0.1) Å−1
in the Γ− Γ diretion, and (0.35 ± 0.15) Å−1

along Z − Z. Seond, the
FS does not hange aross the HO transition within the experimental error, whih an

be easily inferred from the distribution of the rosses on top of panels (a) and (d). Third,

the straight-forward idea of an oval poket around the X point appears too simple. This

is suggested not only by the unusually large errors on the shape of the FS, but also

by the intensity distribution in the plots themselves: in the orners of the panels (a)

and (d), for example around (k‖,(110), k‖,(110)) = (−0.3,−1.0) Å

−1
, signal intensity is

drastially inreased. This ould be attributed to noise if it weren't for the fat that

the same intensity inrement is notied at all 4 orners, albeit more di�ult to observe

in the upper part of the images owing to matrix elements. To illustrate this, panels ()

and (f) in �gure 3.11 show MDCs reated parallel to the (110) diretions of the data

from panels (a) and (d). Shoulders at momenta of approximately X ± 0.08 Å

−1
disperse

straight from the top to the bottom of the (110) axis, without regard for the presumably

oval struture of the FS. They are systematially disernible in all MDCs in spite of the

poor signal quality.

The fat that the peaks in () and (f) are not well reprodued in the radial slies from

(b) and (e) ould indiate that there are two other FS sheets along the (Γ) − X − (Γ)
diretion, dispersing at a distane of approximately 0.08 Å

−1
left and right of the X

plane. But this onlusion annot rest solely on the data at hand. Instead, it will be

formulated more on�dently in referene [76℄, based on higher-resolution synhrotron

data. For now, onsidering only the He-Iα spetra presented here, the interpretation of

a 2-fold symmetri, oval Fermi surfae at X, whih is not hanging its shape aross the

HO transition, appears most likely.

Systemati temperature dependeny of the gap and the Fermi surfae A

omparative analysis of the size of the hybridization gap aross the HO transition is

presented in �gure 3.12. Panel (a) shows data obtained from a number of ARPES sans

as EDCs integrated over the �inner� and �outer� momentum areas, i.e. around the highest

point of the lower band, at momenta −0.05 Å

−1 ≤ k‖ ≤ 0.05 Å

−1
(blue), and around

the lowest point of the upper band, with 0.2 Å

−1 ≤ k‖ ≤ 0.15 Å

−1
(red). In all data

sets, two peaks are deteted systematially at the same positions: El ≈ (−8 ± 1) meV

and Eh ≈ (1± 1) meV. They belong to the lower, respetively the higher band, revealing

a gap ∆x ≈ (9± 2) meV that is independent of temperature.

MDCs of the Fermi surfaes, integrated in tilt and detetor diretion, are shown in

panels (b) and (). Blak rosses demark the position of the peaks, with the width of

the rosses representing the experimental unertainty. In spite of the noise, the data

remain well ompatible with the onlusion that the oval-shaped FS of approximate size

0.2 Å

−1 × 0.3 Å

−1
does not hange aross the HO transition.

Phenomenologial modeling of the hybridization gap Figure 3.13 shows a phe-

nomenologial �t to the data. The band dispersions in two ARPES data sets, one below

and one above T
HO

, were used to adjust the parameters of a simple hybridization model

as desribed for example in [1℄:

E′
1,2 = E1 + E2 ±

√

(E1 − E2)2 + 4|Vcf |2

2
(3.1)
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Figure 3.12: T-dependent evolution the bands at the X-point. Panel (a) shows

EDCs integrated in the region of the lowest binding energy of the upper band (�outer�

area, red lines) ompared to EDCs integrated at the highest binding energy of the lower

band (�inner� area, blue). The gap of magnitude ∆X ≈ 9 meV is highlighted by the blue

and red dashed lines and does not hange aross the phase transition. MDCs of the Fermi

surfae along the sample tilt diretion and the analyzer diretion are shown in (b) and

(). Blak rosses demark positions of the Fermi sheets. Width of the rosses represent

errors of the peak loations estimated from the MDCs and the 2D Fermi surfae maps.

Within the experimental limits, no temperature dependeny is observed.
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Figure 3.13: Fitting of the band hybridization at X. ARPES intensity plots at

X21.2 − 0.1 Å

−1
, X21.2 and X21.2 +0.1 Å

−1
[panels (a-)℄ in the HO phase, overlaid with

paraboli free eletron dispersions of a light hole-like (m = me) and a heavy (m/me = 50)
eletron band. The dispersions are shown before (grey) and after (blak) hybridization

with a potential V
f

= 10 meV. Panels (d-f) show similar data in the PM phase. Fit

parameters and hybridization potential remain unhanged.

In eah ase, the full three-dimensional k‖,det×k‖,tilt×E data set was used for �tting.

As a lower band, a paraboloid free eletron dispersion with e�etive mass m = me was

used. The heavy band required an e�etive mass ofm ≈ 50me to math the experimental

data.

Using a hybridization potential of V
f

= 10 meV, not only the data at k‖,(110) = X +

0 Å−1
was reprodued [panels (b) and (d)℄, but also for momentum values of X±0.1 Å−1

[panels (a) and (d), respetively () and (f)℄. The initial, non-hybridized bands, are shown

on top of the ARPES sans as grey lines. Blak lines represent the hybridized dispersions.

A systemati analysis of the hybridization parameters, using data at several temperatures

between 10 K and 35 K, was performed by C. Bareille. A summary of results is shown in

3.14, based on [60℄. In ontrast to my analysis, the hybridization parameters were �tted

in [60℄ only to the entral ARPES san at k‖,(110) = X + 0 Å

−1
, not to the full 3D data.

Regardless of the �tting method, the results are essentially the same, ertifying a light

hole-like band of relative mass m/me = −1.2± 0.3, a heavy band with m/me = 60± 20,
and the hybridization potential of (11± 3) meV, all unhanged aross the HO transition.

The gap size of∆x ≈ 10meV in my �t analysis, or (11±2meV from [60℄, mathes perfetly

with the diret experimental result from �gure 3.12. Thus, this simple phenomenologial

approah robustly estimates the interations between the light hole-like and the heavy
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eletron band at X.
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Figure 3.14: Summary of the band hybridization at the X point. Created on the

basis of the data analysis of Cedri Bareille [60℄. Panel (a): E�etive massesm/me ≈ 1 for
the light (red) and m/me ≈ 60 for the heavy (blue) band, in dependeny of measurement

temperature. The bands are hybridizing with a potential V
f

≈ 11 meV displayed in (b).

The hybridized bands have a lowest (blue), respetively highest (red) energy as indiated

in (), giving rise to a hybridization gap ∆x ≈ 10 meV onstant aross the HO transition,

as displayed in (d). Figure based on data analysis from [60℄.

3.3.2 Wide Energy Range Sans

Sans over a wider energy range at X, similar to the data at Γ21.2 from setion 2.2,

augment the information about the eletroni struture. Loal density approximation

(LDA) density funtional theory alulations exist for the band struture in the PM

phase [29℄. Conerning the phase transition itself, reent dynamial mean-�eld theory

(DMFT) models based on the HO / AF adiabati ontinuity o�er onise preditions

for the band struture at X and X ′
[51, 69℄. They will be tested against the wide-range

ARPES sans in the following.

The �band zoo� at the X-point Figure 3.15 shows the band struture with medium

resolution (∆E ≥ 10 meV) over an energy range that reahes up to 2.5 eV below the
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Fermi level. In eah ase, the data was obtained up to several hours after the fresh leave

of a sample, leading to a diminished ontrast and an e�etive resolution muh lower than

the nominal 10 meV.
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Figure 3.15: Wide energy range, angle-resolved data of the X-point. Panels (a-)

show graysale AREPS intensity of X and X ′
(see text), overing an energy range of up

to 2.8 eV below the Fermi level. The sans along the (Z)−X− (Z) momentum diretion

were performed using He-Iα light at 12 K in (a), and at 24 K in (b). For the (Γ)−X−(Γ)
diretion, displayed in (), He-IIα light was used at a sample temperature of 24 K. Panels

(d-f) show the same data as 2

nd

derivative, with higher intensity representing band peaks.

Dashed overlays represent hand-traed band dispersions as guides to the eye. The red

vertial dashed lines represent the would-be boundaries of the diamond-shaped X plane.

Along (Z)−X − (Z), in panels (a,b,d,e), band foldings are visible lose to the Brillouin

zone boundaries, while along (Γ)−X − (Γ), panels (,f), most of the foldings disappear.

In the �gure, vertial dashed lines demark key positions along the k‖ oordinate. The

blak line is at k‖ = 0, red lines indiate the positions k‖ = ±0.195 Å

−1
. For panels

(a) and (b), where the momentum axis runs along (Z) − X − (Z), this orresponds to
the Brillouin zone boundaries at the orners of the X plane. The �rst thing to notie

are strong di�erenes in intensity between the left and the right image halves, owing to

transition matrix elements. For better ontrast, the 2

nd

derivative of the same data is

shown in panels (d-f). Darker regions orrespond to minima, representing the loation
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of bands in the original data. Abstrat bands, traed by hand similarly to setion 2.2,

are shown on top. The band traing proedure was repeated for a large number of sans

(approximately 30 in total) at X and X ′
, at di�erent temperatures in the HO and PM

phase.

Figure 3.16: Experimental band struture at X ompared to LDA and DMFT

alulations. Panel (a:) hand-traed bands at the X point in the PM (red) and HO

(blue) phases, reated as demonstrated in 3.15(d-f). No signi�ant di�erenes are de-

tetable aross the HO phase transition. Panel (b): bands from (a), displayed more

faintly and blurred, overlaid with a simply�ed �summary� view (green) of the bands.

Panel (): bands from (a), blurred and semi-transparent, overlaid with band traes mea-

sured at X ′
with He-Iα, with the momentum oordinate along the Γ−Γ diagonal. Panel

(d): omparison of the measured band struture at X with LDA alulations of para-

magneti URu2Si2 from [32℄. Panel (e): omparison of the band struture at X and X ′

with orresponding DMFT data from [51℄ in the PM (red) and HO (blue) phase.

Putting together all available bands yields a fairly onsistent impression of the band

struture at the X point. This is shown in �gure 3.16. In panel (a), the red (blue)

lines orrespond to bands from sans at X above (below) T
HO

. There are no detetable

hanges aross the HO phase trantition. This justi�es the attempt to distill a uni�ed

band struture at X to math both the blue and red lines. The result is shown in panel

(b) as green lines, with the band struture from (a) shown as a blurred bakground

for orientation. In panel (), the experimental band struture at X ′
, measured along
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(Γ) − X − (Γ), is plotted as thin lines�red for the HO, blue for the PM phase. The

bands from (a), dispersing along (Z)−X − (Z), are shown here as blurred lines, too.

Comparison with theoretial alulations Panel (d) in �gure 3.16 shows the ex-

perimental bands as green lines overlaid over alulations of Denlinger et al. [29℄. Good

agreement is found lose to EF for bands 2�5, espeially for momenta lose to k‖ = 0.
The folding momenta for bands 1�3, and for stronger bound states (E ≤ −1.0 eV, bands

7 and 8) also agree. In general, the experimental bands have a tendeny of being heavier

than the alulated ones. Binding energy for stronger bound states, e.g. band 10, seems

underestimated by ∆E ≈ 1/2 eV.

Comparison with DMFT [51, 69℄, attempted in panel (e), is di�ult owing to a very

limited energy range of the theoretial band dispersions. However, the alulations o�er

band struture preditions for both the (Z) −X and the X − (Γ) diretions. Red and

green lines represent DMFT predited bands for the PM, respetively the HO phase. The

experimental bands dispersing along the X− (Γ) diretion are shown as thin green lines,

reprodued from the red bands in panel (); for the (Z) −X diretion, the same green

bands as in panels (b) and (e) are shown. A small degree of agreement is oneivable in

X − (Γ) diretion, for example in the heavy dispersions lose to theenergy E ≈ −0.4 eV.

Otherwise, perhaps due to the restrited energy range area of the available alulations,

no agreement with experiment is found. This holds espeially for the (Z)−X diretion,

where heavy hole-like bands that ould math the dispersion suggested in the alulations

(e.g. at −0.2 eV and −0.4 eV) would our only lose to −1 eV in the experimental data.

Further, the heavy e-like bands that partiipate in the hybridization disussed previously

(setion 3.3.1), are not predited at all.

To onlude, band dispersions based on DMFT alulations mis-estimate the binding

energies by at least half an order of magnitude. The theory systematially laks the

heavy band masses observed experimentally, apparently fousing on itinerant eletroni

features only. Further, none of the band splittings predited in theory are observed

experimentally, although this ould be a onsequene of the limited data resolution.

3.3.3 Conlusion

A hybridization between a light hole-like and a heavy (m/me ≈ 50) band with a visible

gap of 10 meV was deteted at the X point. Changes do not our either in the band

struture nor in hybridization parameters aross the HO transition. This is a robust result

supported both by high-resolution experimental data and by theoretial onsiderations.

The hybridization is therefore not related to the HO. Instead, its properties remain

unhanged below T ≈ 35 K. The pressing question then beomes: what is the origin

of the hybridization? The border of the Brillouin zone is, even onsidering the large

error bars, too far away to matter. Instead, features of a oherent Kondo lattie were

demonstrated in URu2Si2 by momentum-integrated experimental methods already at

temperatures around 100 K [24, 26, 59, 63℄. Consequently, the presented data ould

be the �rst momentum-resolved evidene that the lattie beomes fully oherent, band

hybridizations our, and an energy gap of 10 meV opens already above the HO transition

temperature.

From the shape and size of the Fermi surfae, and the wide energy range band stru-

ture, the question about a possible transition to a simple tetragonal lattie aross the HO
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annot be settled. Issues like the parallel shoulders in MDCs from �gure 3.11() suggest

a more omplex FS struture, beyond the apabilities of the He-based laboratory setup.

The data su�ers from the limits imposed by a rapidly degrading surfae.

Comparison of experimental bands with LDA and DMFT alulations show that

the resemblane between theory and experiment is better for rapidly dispersing features

than for heavy bands. For example, not even the existene of the heavy band at EF

is predited, let alone its key parameters. While expeted for LDA, whih does not

apture orrelation e�ets (and thus quasi-partiles), this is somewhat of a surprise for

the DMFT-based alulations. The latter miss essential heavy band struture elements

by at least half an order of magnitude. This idea is signi�antly extended and re�ned by

following researh of the Paris / Würzburg group in referenes [75, 76℄.
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3.4 The �Hidden-Order� on Top of a Coherent Lattie

Heavy quasi-partiles have been shown by ARPES and STM to partiipate in the Fermi

surfae instability that leads to the HO phase. This suggests that the instability is aused

by the interation between suh heavy fermions and a band of light eletrons (setions

1.2.4 and 2.3). In the previous setion, high-resolution data at the X point extended this

view by the ruial aspet that the HO develops in onjuntion with band hybridizations

that remain unhanged aross the transition.

(100)                  (110)

G21.5

Z31

Z8.4  Xe-I

L24

G17

In this setion, a double heavy-fermion feature is pre-

sented, observed at various high-symmetry points along the

kz axis of URu2Si2. The thumbnail image to the right gives

a quik overview over the loations in reiproal spae ex-

plored in the following. The data was gathered using He-Iα,

Xe-I, and synhrotron radiation as exitation energies. Al-

though o�ially �rst reported by Yoshida et al. in 2012 [74℄

at Z only, the struture was independently deteted by the

Paris / Würzburg group already in 2010 using the Xe-I light

soure. The data remained unpublished until 2013, when a better understanding of its

origins and the role it plays in the HO phase transition emerged in the ontext of refer-

ene [61℄. In this setion, its evolution up to temperatures lose to the onset of the Kondo

sreening is investigated, showing its origin in the formation of the oherent lattie and

its existene at various high-symmetry points besides Z. The eletroni struture around
EF arises from the hybridization of the hole-like CB (setion 2.3) with an itinerant heavy-

eletron band in the Kondo-sreened state, far above 17.5 K. The transition to the HO

phase then results from a further light eletron-like band dropping below EF . The latter

interats with the Kondo-lattie feature and pushes down its f -like part, opening up a

gap. The pre-existent oherent lattie of heavy-fermions in URu2Si2 thus plays a ma-

jor part in the transition to the HO state. Finally, to desribe the eletroni struture

hanges at multiple points, a phenomenologi model involving three hybridizing bands is

proposed.

3.4.1 Another High-Mass Dispersion: QP2

QP2 below and above the transition temperature Figure 3.17 shows data ob-

tained using the Xe-I exitation energy of 8.4 eV. High-resolution ARPES measurements,

obtained at Z8.4 in (110) diretion, are shown as waterfall plots of EDCs in panels (a)

and (b). They were reated by binning and sliing ARPES data at 10, respetively 68

K, at intervals of 0.01 Å

−1
in the k‖ diretion. In the HO phase, the data shows the

heavy quasi-partile band QP1. It is bound at energy E = −3 meV below EF , folding at

k ≈ ±0.16 Å

−1
. A light hole-like dispersion similar to CB, parallel to SS (setion 3.1), is

also being observed. An additional feature, QP2, appears bound at E = −10 meV below

EF : a �at band of resolution-limited width, strething parallel to QP1 at momentum

oordinates between ±0.15 Å

−1
. First reported by laser ARPES, QP2 was interpreted

as a dispersionless �satellite� of QP1 by Yoshida et al. [74℄. In stark ontrast, a prime

feature of QP2 here is its learly visible dispersion: the hole-like intensity left and right

of SS, introdued as CB at the Γ21.2 point, is at Z8.4 in fat a band that has a high

e�etive mass at the top, but is rapidly dispersing with an e�etive mass similar to SS
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(m/me ≈ 1.5) for momenta |k‖| ≥ 0.15 Å

−1
. Its shape suggests that it is the lower

part of a hybridization between a heavy f -state and a light hole-like state. At 68 K, in

panel (b), the eletroni struture is very similar to the HO ase. Close to the lattie

oherene temperature of URu2Si2, the QP2 band shows the same peuliar shape typial

for a hybridized band: �at lose to k‖ = 0, rapidly dispersing at high momenta. This

poses another di�erene to the data reported by laser ARPES, where the band ould not

be observed above T
HO

.
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Figure 3.17: A seond heavy-fermion dispersion parallel to QP1. Panels (a,b):

EDC staks of ARPES raw data at Z8.4 , using Xe-I photons, at 10 K and 68 K re-

spetively, measured in (110) diretion. The red and blak arrows point to the bands

labeled QP1 and QP2. The k‖ sale at the right-hand side sale refers to the zero of

the spetra. The bold EDCs orrespond to k‖ = 0,−0.1 and 0.1 Å

−1
. Panels (, d):

FDD-normalized ARPES intensity plots of the same spetra. QP2 is learly visible as

a hole-like dispersion parallel to SS at both temperatures. In the HO phase (), QP2

appears bound at E = −13 meV, repelled by QP1 at E ≈ −3 meV. In the PM phase,

panels (d), QP2 disperses up to the Fermi level, traes of its broadened intensity being

easily disernible in the region EF ± 10 meV.

The same data is shown in panels () and (d), as FDD-normalized ARPES intensity

in gray sale. In the thermally populated area at and above EF , QP2 is seen dispersing

from a higher binding energy for 68 K than for 10 K, but otherwise unhanged. Whether

QP1, essentially a �at dispersion at 10 K, merges with QP2 or outright disappears at

68 K, is not disernible from the data.
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Connetion between QP2 and HS A very similar dispersion, reminisent of a hy-

bridization between a heavy and a light band, was already presented in setion 3.2 as

the �heat-up state�. Figure 3.18 shows a systemati omparison between HS and QP2

using EDCs from samples �urs11� and �urs12� as waterfall plots. For eah sample, two

di�erent sans are presented at the same temperature: one taken on a freshly leaved

surfae, the other after a heating & ooling yle. Thus, QP2 and HS are visible at

similar temperatures and on exatly the same sample, allowing a diret omparison to

one another. For easier grasping, the �gure is organized as follows:

� Line olors of the EDCs indiate the sample orientation and temperature:

� blue is �urs12�, (110) orientation, HO phase;

� red is �urs12�, (110) orientation, PM phase;

� green is �urs11�, (100) orientation, HO phase (data for the normal phase is

not available for this sample).

� Line style of the EDCs indiates whether the sample was freshly leaved (solid)

or has undergone any heating & ooling yles (dashed).

All other plot parameters are kept onstant aross all panels: the binning in mo-

mentum diretion is 0.02 Å

−1
, bold EDCs denote momentum oordinates k‖ = 0 and

±0.01 Å−1
, data is normalized to the maximum intensity point. The hole-like dispersion

of HS, as �tted in setion 3.2, is plotted using a bold dashed line on top of both the

freshly leaved and the heat-up spetra. It �ts perfetly with the shape of QP2 for all

diretions and temperatures.

With all the essential features of QP2 mathing to HS, starting from its binding

energy lose to EF down to the typial dispersion along the sides of SS, the data o�ers

ompelling evidene that QP2 and HS are the same band. Conversely, the onlusion

from setion 3.2 that heating up the sample removes SS, e�etively exposing the bulk HO

related band struture, is also re-on�rmed. The data in �gure 3.18 also suggests that

whatever auses the T -dependent shifting of HS, it is apparently limited to temperatures

slightly above T
HO

. This is seen omparing panels (e) and (f), where the binding energy

of HS at 23 K mathes that of QP2 at 68 K without any modi�ations.

Evolution of QP2 along the perpendiular momentum axis Figure 3.19 presents

the development of QP1 and QP2 aross the HO phase transition at di�erent photon

energies. The data was olleted at the 13 BESSY beamline. Samples were oriented in

the (110) diretion with respet to the analyzer slit. The top row shows data in the

HO phase, the bottom row displays the PM state. Temperatures on the left represent

thermoouple readings. From left to right, the olumns show the Γ17,Γ21.5,Λ24 and Z31

points. Corresponding point labels are shown for eah olumn along the top �gure axis.

Γ21.5 is essentially the same point as Γ21.2, the point reahable by the He-Iα lamp.

The ARPES data is displayed as waterfall diagrams of EDCs integrated at equidistant

intervals of 0.0167 Å−1
along the momentum axis. An FDD normalization was performed

only on the data from the paramagneti state. For the HO data, owing to the very narrow

Fermi level at 1 K, the proedure is not reliable and o�ers lose to no bene�t onsidering

the narrow range above EF within whih meaningful data an be obtained. Bold lines
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Figure 3.18: Identity of HS and QP2. The panel pairs, grouped by olor, show san

on a freshly leaved (heat-up) surfae as solid (dashed) EDCs. The EDCs were obtained

by integrating FDD-normalized Xe-I ARPES sans every 0.02 Å

−1
. Bold lines indiate

k‖ values of ±0.1 Å

−1
and 0.0 Å

−1
. The overlaid hole-like dispersions represent HS, as

disussed in �gure 3.8. Panels with blue (red) EDCs are measured along (110) in the HO

(PM) state. The green panel shows HO data measured in (100) diretion. In all ases,

the hole-like HS �t mathes the binding energy and shape of the QP2 dispersion.
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(a) Γ17, T = 1 K (b) Γ21.5, T = 1 K (c) Λ24, T = 1 K
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of QP1 and QP2 along k⊥ aross the HO transition.

Panels (a-d): waterfall-representation of EDCs in the HO phase at Γ17,Γ21.5,Λ24 and

Z31, generated from raw data. Panels (e-h): orresponding points in the PM phase,

FDD-normalized to illustrate the interation between of QP1 and QP2 lose to EF .

EDCs for k‖ = 0.0 Å−1
and ±0.1 Å−1

are shown as bold, the others are 0.167 Å−1
apart.

Dashed lines represent guides to the eye for the dispersions of QP1 (red), QP2 (blak),

and the �split� band (yellow). The shifting and omplex evolution of QP1 and QP2 aross

the HO transition are disussed in the main text.
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denote k‖ values of −0.2 Å

−1
, 0.0 Å

−1
, and 0.2 Å

−1
. In the HO phase, at all points

along kz, there are two heavy peaks, detetable at energies of −3 meV and −11 meV at

k‖ = 0. They are attributed to QP1 and QP2.

Eletroni struture in the HO phase Depending on where at kz it is measured,

the band QP1 band looks slightly di�erent. For example at Γ17 and Z31 [panels (a) and

(d)℄, it reahes its energy maximum at k‖ ≈ ±0.12 Å

−1
, developing its distint �M�-like

shape. At higher momenta, the dispersion is omplemented by a �at struture strething

aross the remaining k‖ area, almost parallel to the Fermi level, less than 10 meV below

it. This an be best observed in panel (d), where owing to the high exitation energy,

a larger lateral region is visible in the data. There, peaks at higher momenta are well

visible, for example in panel (d), as the �wings� of QP1. They disperse from a binding

energy equal to the Fermi level at k‖ = ±0.1 Å−1
towards stronger bound states, reahing

E ≈ 7 meV at k‖ values ≥ 0.35 Å

−1
. In spite of the tendeny of the wings to disperse

towards stronger bound states, behavior usually assoiated with hole-like bands, they

display a positive urvature. This is rather ompatible with eletron-like bands.

In ontrast to its shape at Γ17 and Z31, at Γ21.5 the tips of the �M� are at ±0.16 Å

−1

[panel (b)℄. There, the band is most intense for momentum values between k‖ ≈

±0.25 Å

−1
, with its signal signi�antly diminishing at higher momenta. For momenta

k‖ > 0.3 Å−1
the band tends to disperse more rapidly towards stronger binding energies,

not anymore parallel to EF .

At Λ24, the QP1 dispersion resembles a mix between Z31 and Γ21.5. On one hand,

it shows a �at dispersion parallel to EF at high momenta. On the other hand, it also

presents omponents dispersing rapidly towards more negative energies, as indiated by

the red dashed lines in panel (). This dispersion of QP1 along kz is a diret evidene of
its bulk nature.

In panels (a-d) a third feature is visible very lose to EF , at energy −1 meV. Indiated

by the yellow lines, a peak appears in the falling edge of QP1 at all points. It, too, was

�rst deteted by laser ARPES at the Z7.0 point [74℄, and reported to be a �split� band of

QP1. A novelty in the data here with respet to referene [74℄ is that both �ne strutures,

QP2 and the �split� band, exist not only lose to Z, but also at the Γ and Λ points. They

streh in k⊥ diretion aross large portions of the reiproal spae.

Eletroni struture in the paramagneti phase In the PM phase [panels (e-

h)℄, none of the �ne struture features of the HO regime are disernible. Z31 ontinues

to present a heavy dispersion aross all k‖ values. However, around k‖ = 0, its eletroni
struture onsisting of QP1, QP2, and the �split� band, is now replaed by a broadened

struture visible at EF . At high momenta, the broad band's intensity is muh loser to

EF than in the HO phase, appearing in fat to have its main ontribution above the Fermi

level. Leaning inreasingly towards the thermally populated region as the k‖ momentum

oordinate inreases, its eletron-like nature now beomes evident. The orresponding

struture at Γ17 and Γ21.5 has degraded in intensity for k‖ > 0.25 Å−1
to the point where

it is di�ult to distinguish from a metalli bakground. This annot be attributed solely

to the temperature broadening.

Comparing the di�erene in signal intensities between HO and PM sans exatly at

EF , for example at k‖ momenta of 0.3 Å

−1
, it seems as if the Γ and the Z points evolve
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di�erently aross the HO transition. At the Z31 point [panels (d) and (g)℄, the intensity is

provided in both phases by the heavy eletron band strething aross the whole available

k‖ region. The Γ17 point, on the other hand, displays a hole-like dispersion similar to

Z31 in the HO phase [panel (a)℄, but appears more like Γ21.5 in the PM regime [panels

(d) and (e)℄. Here, the �at struture is not visible in the data anymore for k‖ momenta

beyond 0.3 Å

−1
.

Γ and Z beoming similar in the HO phase Judging by the shape and disper-

sion of QP1, in the HO phase the Γ17 and Z31 points appear to be very similar, while

Γ21.5 and Λ24 di�er from the former two: Γ21.5 shows no signi�ant intensity for QP1 at

large k oordinates, and Λ24 shows an �S�-like dispersion [red urved line in panel ()℄

of QP1 for 0.2 Å

−1 ≤ k‖ ≤ 0.4 Å

−1
. In paramgneti URu2Si2, on the other hand, Γ17

and Z31 look very di�erently. Intensity lose to EF at high momenta, whih ould be

attributed to QP1, is pratially non-existent for Γ17 in the PM phase. It is gradually

appearing at Γ21.5, �nally reahing well detetable levels at Λ24 and Z31. One possible

explanation, explored in referene [76℄ and in hapter 4, is that the HO eletroni stru-

ture is restrutured away from a body-entered tetragonal towards a simple-tetragonal

rystal symmetry.
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Figure 3.20: The momentum gap of QP1. Raw ARPES intensity at k-spae points
Γ17,Γ21.4,Λ24 and Z31 show the dispersion of the QP1 band. Developing momentum gaps

∆k, illustrated by dashed vertial lines, are visible as a pereived three-region dispersion

of QP1 along k‖ (left of, between, and right of vertial lines) with redued ARPES signal

intensity between the vertial lines. Curves at the top of eah panel represent MDCs

integrated in the energy range −4 meV ≤ EF ≤ 1 meV, distintly showing two peaks at

the Fermi level. Magnitude of the gap ∆k is displayed below eah MDC.

The momentum gap More exat analysis of the low temperature data from 3.19

reveals that the upper tips of the �M�-shaped QP1 appear to touh the Fermi level. For

example, this an be reognized along the red guide to the eye in panel (d) of the �gure.

For lari�ation, in �gure 3.20 the raw QP1 dispersion is reprodued as an ARPES olor

plot. The intensity is learly redued at the Fermi level, indiating that the �M�-shaped

band is not loated entirely below EF . Instead, it rosses the Fermi level twie, at the

positions indiated by the vertial dashed lines, reating a gap in momentum. This is
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more learly illustrated by the MDCs at the top of eah panel, whih were obtained by

integrating the orresponding ARPES data over a region of 5 meV around EF . The

peaks demonstrate that the Fermi surfae at the high symmetry points onsists, in fat,

of two sheets, separated by a momentum gap ∆k = 0.03 Å

−1
. . . 0.07 Å

−1
.

Another method to realize this is by onsidering that the dispersion of QP1 around

the tips of the �M� is not smoothly urved, as would be expeted from a fully oupied

band in an ARPES olor plot. Instead, it is best desribed by three edges: one rising

from higher momenta towards EF ; another one, of slightly lower intensity, going parallel

to EF for a momentum interval orresponding to the width of the gap; a third one falling

again from EF towards the middle of the �M�. It is highly unommon for a band to

show suh non-analytiies in its dispersion, the only remaining explanation being that

the intensity at the tips of the �M� are ut o� by the Fermi-Dira distribution.

Suh a momentum gap opening aross the HO transition indiates that two previously

anti-rossing bands hybridize. Given the 3D nature of the URu2Si2 band struture, a

gapping of the Fermi surfae an be inferred somewhere else in momentum spae even

though the exat mehanism remains unknown. The whereabouts of the energy gap is a

topi pursued in referenes [75, 76℄, as outlined in hapter 4 of this thesis.

Interplay between QP1 and QP2 How QP1 and QP2 a�et one another in the HO

phase is shown in �gure 3.21. The plots show 2

nd

derivatives of di�erent ARPES data,

from left to right, at Z8.4,Γ21.5, and Z31. The data in panels (a) and (d) were measured

using the Xe-I laboratory light soure. For panels (b-) and (e-f), the data originate from

the 13 beamline. Red lines indiating the familiar dispersions of QP1 and QP2 are guides

to the eye.

The in�uene of temperature on QP1 an be seen omparing (a) with (b-), where

the �M� struture is visibly shallower at higher temperature. The momentum gap is not

visible at 10 K, but this ould be a onsequene of experimental resolution and thermal

broadening. QP2 shifts towards more negative energies upon ooling. This holds for

the Z point aswell as for Γ and is onsistent with onlusions from He-Iα experiments

from setion 2.3, but stands in on�it with laser ARPES data. At the lowest attainable

temperature, the highest point of QP2 is at E = −15 meV. Its rapidly dispersing �anks

are neatly aligned with SS, as expeted. The lowest point of QP1 is visible around

E = −7 meV at the lowest temperature, and at E ≈ −3 meV at T = 10 K. This results

in an energy gap between QP1 and QP2 of ∆QP ≈ 8 meV.

Systemati temperature dependeny A systemati view on temperature de-

pendeny is aided by �gure 3.22: EDCs from FDD-normalized Xe-I sans, integrated

between k‖ values of ±0.20 Å

−1
, are shown for a number of temperatures between 10

and 68 K. Solid lines were integrated from ARPES sans on freshly leaved samples,

while dashed spetra are from heat-up surfaes. Intensity of the SS, eventually ut o�

by the upper border of the image, is not essential in the following.

For temperatures well below T
HO

, two peaks are visible: one at E ≈ −3 meV, the

other at E ≈ −15meV. Small dashes point to their loation: thin markers for the one with

the lowest binding energy, thik markers for the following one, losest to EF . Both are

shifting towards higher energies, with temperature approahing T
HO

. At temperatures

below T
HO

, it is lear that the stronger bound peak represents QP2, the other being QP1.
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Above T ≈ 23 , only one peak remains visible, at a position essentially �xed at EF for all

higher temperatures. Whether the remaining peak above T
HO

is QP1 or QP2 is di�ult

to asertain. But for reasons laid out previously, it is assumed to be QP2. Finally, the

T -dependent evolution of the peaks is signalled as a guide to the eye by orresponding

thik, respetively thin dashed grey lines.
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Figure 3.21: Shifting of QP1 and QP2 with temperature. Seond derivatives of

ARPES data show the Z and Γ points of URu2Si2 in the HO phase (a-) and PM phase

(d-f). The distint Π-shaped dispersion of QP2 is observed below the harateristi M-

shaped QP1 at EF − 3 meV in panel (a), and at EF − 7 meV in (b) and (). Around

EF −15 meV, the heavy part of QP2 is visible, while rapidly dispersing intensity parallel

to SS shows the light part of QP2. In (d-f), QP2 has shifted to EF , pushing away or

merging with QP1. Dashed red lines serve as guides to the full dispersion of the bands.

Data was onvolved with a Gaussian of widths of 1.5 meV and 0.02 Å

−1
for temperatures

below T
HO

, and 1.5 meV and 0.03 Å

−1
for temperatures above.

Thus, a good summary of the experimental data at Z is o�ered by glaning the �gure

from top to bottom, following the grey lines: in the proess of the reorganization of the

eletroni struture aompanying the HO transition, QP1 is shifting below EF , repelling

QP2 to even more negative energies. The latter has a large mass around to k‖ = 0, being
the lower part of a hybridization between a heavy and a light band, whih had already

formed at temperatures at least as high as 68 K.
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Figure 3.22: Systemati temperature dependeny of

QP1 and QP2 at Z8.4. EDCs were integrated for k‖
between ±0.05 Å

−1
from various APRES sans on freshly

leaved samples (solid lines) and heat-up samples (dashed

lines). Zero intensity height for eah EDC is demarked by the

blak tik marks on the vertial axes. Thin vertial mark-

ers denote the position of the quasi-partile peak farthers

away from EF , assoiated with QP2. Thik vertial markers

denote the peak losest to EF , assoiated with QP1. Bold

grey dotted (slashed) lines serve as guides for the evolution

of QP2 (QP1) with inreasing temperature. At high temper-

atures, where only one peak is visible at EF , the assoiation

of the peak with QP2 was based on the mathing dispersions

between QP2 and the heat-up state shown in �gure 3.18.
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3.4.2 The Γ-Point, Revisited

QP2 at the Γ-point The omplex T -dependent behavior and interdependene of QP1

and QP2 lose to the Z point appears to be a signature for the HO transition. This

persuades into revisiting the old He-Iα data analysis at the Γ21.2 point from setion 2.3,

where QP2 had not been aounted for. Owing to the short life time of the URu2Si2

surfae under the in�uene of the He lamp, several dozens of sans at varying tempera-

tures and quality levels had to be performed in 2007�2008. On one hand, a side e�et

of this neessity was that it supplied many data points along the HO ↔ PM transi-

tion temperature. This should allow for a systemati analysis of the T -dependent QP1

and QP2 shifting. On the other hand, the redued signal-to-noise ratio for He-Iα data

dampens expetations. But as it is already established that QP2 exists at Γ21.5 in the

ordered phase, it is assumed that this is also the ase at Γ21.2. Then the quest of proving

its existene doesn't need to be pursued. Instead, the lighter task is attempted of only

assessing where QP2 is, in order to hek for a systemati behavior within the error bars.
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Figure 3.23: Systemati temperature dependeny of QP2 at Γ21.2. Panel (a):

ARPES intensity plot as raw data, measured at 13 in the (110) diretion with an ex-

itation energy of hν = 21.5 eV (omparable to He-Iα). Panels (b-f): FDD-normalized

ARPES intensity plots measured at various temperatures between 12 Kand 26 K using a

He-Iα exitation energy of hν = 21.2 eV. The QP2 dispersion, sharply visible in panel (a)

below the harateristi M-like QP1, is also disernible as a faint inrease in intensity in

the other HO sans [(b) and ()℄ at energies smaller than −10 meV. In the PM phase, a

broad, apparently non-dispersive feature, is detetable at or above EF . Panel (g) shows

integrated EDCs in around k‖ = 0 [blue lines, in panel (g), blue hashed area in (f)℄ and

k‖ = ±0.2 (red lines, orange hashed area). Small rosses denote the positions of QP1

(blue) and QP2 (red), assigned as spei�ed in the main text. The width of the rosses

represents the error in the peak position.

Figure 3.23 shows a summary of the �ndings. Panels (b-f) show FDD-normalized

He-Iα ARPES intensity at Γ21.2 for various temperatures. For omparison, and as a
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supplementary data point, panel (a) shows data at Γ21.5 measured with synhrotron

light at 1 K. It demonstrates that the di�erene between QP1 and QP2 is largest around

k‖ ≈ ±0.2 Å

−1
, suggesting this as the region in whih QP2 would be easiest to disern

from QP1. QP2 is still essentially �at in this region, as shown for example in �gure 3.19.

Thus, the error indued by reading its binding energy here instead of at k‖ = 0 will be

insigni�ant. QP1, on the ontrary, is rapidly dispersing between −0.2 Å−1
and 0.2 Å−1

,

and has its lowest binding energy at k‖ = 0. It is therefore most promising to look for

the binding energy of QP2 in EDCs around ±0.2 Å

−1
, and for QP1 in EDCs at zero

angle, as indiated representatively by the by the red, respetively blue hashed areas in

panel (f). The orresponding EDCs were integrated and displayed in panel (g) in order of

inreasing temperature as red and blue lines. The peak positions orresponding to QP1

and QP2 are shown by small rosses. They have the same olor as the EDCs from whih

they were obtained. Errors in the loations of the peaks are represented by the width

of the rosses. As a fail-safe measure, the position of eah peak was veri�ed by hand

for onsisteny with the angle-resolved data�a proedure not illustrated here. This was

performed by slightly varying the integration area and observing whih of the features

below EF hange, indiating noise, and whih are resilient to the hanges, suggesting a

legitimate signal of QP2.

QP1 is learly visible at all temperatures. QP2, as predited, is also deteted in spite of

the large statistial noise. This is valid in partiular for temperatures well below T
HO

. For

example, in the red EDCs, at 12.3 K, the two peaks are at −13meV, respetively −5meV.

At higher temperatures, only one peak appears, residing at or above EF regardless of

the integration area. There, �red� and �blue� lose their assoiations with QP1 and QP2.

The data doesn't show whether one of the peaks vanished, or whether they both exist at

or above EF , but annot be resolved beause of line broadening. However, onsistently

with previous onsiderations, the single peak at higher temperature is hereby proposed

to be QP2.

Reinterpretation of the He-Iα data The existene and temperature dependene of

QP2 in the He-Iα data at Γ21.2 alls for a re-evaluation of the onlusions from setion

2.3. The main assertion stands: a heavy quasi-partile band, here QP1, rosses the Fermi

level as temperature drops below the HO transition point. But details of the senario

are hanged.

From the onsiderations above, it follows that QP2 is idential to the CB band.

However, sine QP2 is the lower part of a hybridization between a heavy f -eletron and

a light hole-like band, CB is not neessarily guaranteed to go through EF anymore�at

least not in straight-forward manner, as implied in setion 2.3.3. The proposed Fermi

surfae then must arise not from CB, but from the tips of the �M� rossing EF twie.

Instead of the single-sheet from �gure 2.8, a double-poket Fermi surfae is expeted,

dispersing along kz for large parts of the reiproal spae.

A simple two-band hybridization piture between QP1 and CB is thus not sustainable

anymore. But a hybridization of QP1 with other bands is not neessarily ruled out, it

just requires more than only the presene of a heavy f and a light hole-like band. A

�tting senario is to be elaborated in setion 3.4.4.
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3.4.3 ARPES Signature of the HO Phase Transition

In light of the QP1 and QP2 behavior at Γ and Z, a more onsistent piture of the HO-

indued band struture hanges emerges. Figure 3.24 displays the binding energies of

these bands at the two high-symmetry points against the relative temperature. In both

panels, the blue (red) data points represent QP1 (QP2), as disussed in setions 3.4.1

and 3.4.2. The grey points are those formerly published [49, 57℄, where no distintion

between QP1 and QP2 was yet made.
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Figure 3.24: Binding energies of QP1 and QP2 as a signature of the HO tran-

sition. Lowest energy point of QP1 (blue) and highest energy point of QP2 (red), both

at k‖ = 0, are shown in dependeny of measurement temperature. Negative region is

below EF , positive region is the thermally populated area. The graph shows points

formerly published in [57℄ (grey olor, empty irles), new points measured wit He-Iα

exitation energy (full irles) and new points measured at 13 with exitation energy

21.5 eV (rosses). Measurement temperature is the �tted temperature of the referene

sample for He-Iα data, and thermoouple temperature for 13 data. In the PM phase, the

points represent the only detetable peak, without a disernible dispersion. Large error

bars in the position of QP2 peaks stem from a small signal-to-noise ratio in the He-Iα

sans. Dashed lines guide the eye through the proposed shifting of QP1 and QP2 during

the HO transition.

At Γ21.2, in panel (a), QP1 is starting in the old region at energies around E ≈
−7 meV, gradually shifting with heating, reahing the Fermi level at T ≈ T

HO

. QP2 is

traversing the HO phase mostly at E ≈ −13 meV, abruptly shifting towards EF at a

relative temperature T/T
HO

≈ 0.75 and reahing E ≈ −8meV (still below EF ) at the

transition temperature. In paramagneti URu2Si2 on the other hand, only QP2 is visible.

The plot in panel (b) erti�es a similar behavior at Z8.4. QP1 starts from E ≈ −5 meV

at low temperature and rosses EF at T
HO

. QP2 moves from E ≈ −13 meV to reah

−10 meV at T
HO

. Consistent with investigations of the heat-up state in setion 3.2, QP2

�nally stops shifting at T ≈ 25 K, marking the end the band struture reorganization

proess.
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Slight di�erenes between the Γ and Z points are suggested only through the data

points of the heat-up state, displayed as �lled irles in panel (b): at Z there is a small

temperature range between T/T
HO

= 1.0 . . . 1.3, orresponding to 18 . . . 22 K, where QP1

and QP2 are deteted simultaneously. This ould indiate that QP1 may not disappear

immediately at 17.5 K. But sine orresponding data points are laking for Γ, and are

subjet to large error bars at Z on freshly leaved samples, it is not possible to attah

further physial meaning to this irumstane here.

The data suggests that it is the dropping of QP1, �pushing� QP2 below EF in the

proess, that is reating the e�ets assoiated with the HO phase transition. The gradual

shifting of the binding energy of QP1 thus supplies a diret quantitative measure for the

order parameter of the HO phase.

3.4.4 The 3-Band Model

Summing up the experimental fats, the �ne struture disovered at the Z point, onsist-

ing of QP1, QP2, and a split band lose to EF is also detetable at Γ. A ruial insight

is that QP2 is not a satellite of QP1, but likely a hybridization between a heavy band

and a light hole-like band. It is detetable up to temperatures as high as 68 K, lose to

the lattie oherene temperature of in URu2Si2. Consequently, it is not the produt of

an eletroni restruturing triggered by the HO transition.

Hybridization of three bands A possible phenomenologial model to explain the

fats involves a hybridization proess between three bands at EF : one light hole-like

ondution band (band 1 in table 3.1), a very heavy band (2), and one light eletron

band (3). In �gure 3.25, panels (a) and (b), the proposed bands are displayed as dot-

ted lines in olors green, blue and red, respetively. The relative e�etive mass m/me,

binding energies in the HO and PM states, and the hybridization potential Vo,xy (for the

hybridization between bands x and y) are presented in table 3.1.

In the PM state, shown in panel (a), the �at heavy band is 2 meV above EF and its

hybridization with band 1 results in the struture observed as QP2 below EF . The e-like

band 3, higher in energy, possibly above the top of band 1, does not a�et what happens

near the Fermi level. At T = T
HO

, in panel (b), the bottom of the e-like band 3 drops

lose to or touhes EF , possibly after having already gone down from its position at

higher temperatures. The repulsion with the �at band 2 starts pushing the latter below

the Fermi level. Hybridization between all the bands starts reating a omplex struture.

Well below T
HO

, band 3 has reahed its minimal binding energy (approximately EF ).

To desribe the resulting eletroni struture, starting from negative energies towards

positive states, the hybridization between the three bands reates �rst QP2, then QP1,

the long-wings heavy-eletron band with a harateristi �M� shape. A third �W�-shaped

band above EF would be the smoking-gun evidene neessary for a omplete understand-

ing, but it is impossible to observe diretly using ARPES. Panels (,d) in �gure 3.25 show

the data set from 3.19(d,h) (i.e. at Z31) as ARPES intensity plots, with the hybridized

bands from �gure 3.25(a,b) overlaid as dashed lines.

Variations of the model Not all experimental features of the QP1 and QP2 dispersion

ould be optimized simultaneously in the �tting proess. The strategy was therefore to
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Table 3.1: Summary of the 3-band hybridization parameters. In the HO phase,

the light e-like band was arti�ially moved to 60 meV above EF , far enough to avoid any

signi�ant in�uene on the hybridization between the light hole-like and heavy f -eletron
band.

Band Charater m/me EHO (meV) EPM (meV) Vo,xy (meV)

1 light hole -1.6 35 35 Vo,12 = 11, Vo,13 = 11
2 heavy eletron 500 8 2 Vo,21 = 11, Vo,23 = 7
3 light eletron 1.6 8 60 Vo,31 = 11, Vo,32 = 7
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Figure 3.25: Interation between QP1 and QP2 modeled as a 3-band hybridiza-

tion proess. Panels (a-b): hybridization between the heavy (m/me ≥ 500) fermion

band forming the high-k �wings� of QP1 bound at E
heavy

= 2 meV and the light hole-like

band CB at E
CB

= 35 meV above EF (see also hapter 3.1). Panel (a) shows the original

bands as olored dashed lines, the hybridized bands as solid lines. Panel (b) shows the

hybridized bands as dashed lines superposed on an FDD-normalized ARPES intensity

plot at Z31 in the PM-phase. Panels (-d): same for the HO-phase; the ARPES plot in

panel (d) represents raw data. Additionally, in the HO phase a previously non-interating

light eletron band appears and hybridizes with the doublet from (a-b). Hybridization

interation potentials were not hanged aross the transition.
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model the overall dispersion of the bands at lower k‖ values (|k‖| / 0.2 Å

−1
) as well as

possible, without emphasizing a partiular feature more than another.
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Figure 3.26: Variations and limitations of the 3-band model. Panels (a-): ARPES

intensity plots showing the same data set [FDD-normalized in panel ()℄ of the HO phase

at Z31, overlaid with di�erently optimized versions of the 3-band model [panels (a-b)℄, and

a 4-band model version [panel ()℄. The di�erent optimization strategies are desribed in

the main text. At the top of eah panel a table with the original binding energies Ei of

the non-hybridized bands, their e�etive masses m/me, and their interation potentials

Vn,m (for eah band n) is displayed. Bands are numbered as follows: light hole-like band

(n = 1), heavy band below EF (n = 2), light eletron band (n = 3), heavy band above

EF (n = 4). Panels (d-f): PM-versions of the panels (a-), where the light eletron band

n = 3 has disappeared and the heavy f -band has shifted to +2 meV. In panel (f), and

the heavy hole-band n = 4 is also onsidered gone. Everything else remains unhanged

between orresponding pairs of panels.

To onvey an idea of the reliability of the 3-band model, other optimization strategies

for �tting are disussed with the aid of �gure 3.26. In panel (a), e�ort was onentrated

to model the dispersion around k = 0, trying to apture the QP1/QP2 interation at

small k‖. In (b), parameters were optimized to the dispersion around k-values of the

gap, thus laying partiular interest on the tips of the �M� forming the Fermi surfae.

To ahieve this, the simulated dispersion of QP2 was permitted to deviate from the

experimental data as far as neessary. Finally, panel () shows a model that tries to

ahieve better results using 4 hybridizing bands instead of 3. The sign of the heavy band

is inverted to math the dispersion of the heavy wings at larger k-values, far o� k‖ = 0.
The �t to the �wings� of QP1 improves in the displayed region. However, at momenta
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|k‖| > 0.3 Å−1
, outside the sale of the plot, the resulting hole-like dispersion of the �tted

band inreasingly fails to desribe the experimental eletron-like band.

Robust fats inferred from the model The main insight delivered by the 3-band

model is that for the partiular dispersion of QP1 lose to k‖ = 0, the hybridization of

two bands is not enough. To understand the �M�-like struture, a light, hole-like eletron

band rossing EF is ruial. The harater of the heavy band at EF , here modeled as

eletron-like, is not relevant: given any e�etive mass |m/me| ≥ 20, other parameters an

ompensate in order to reprodue the �M�. The model also robustly explains why QP1

and QP2 are shifting in tandem: both are being repelled by the heavy band 2. Finally, the

model illustrates how a onstant hybridization potential of ≈ 10 meV, ompatible with

data at the X point and information from other experiments, is enough to onsistently

explain hanges in the eletroni struture aross the HO transition.

Limitations of the model However, the 3-band model also su�ers from a number

of limitations. Everything above EF in the PM state, in partiular the energy of the

heavy band, annot be veri�ed experimentally. Thus, QP1, an essential ingredient of the

HO phase, is missed the PM state, leaving its whereabouts open to speulation. Many

parameters of the model, for instane the exat band masses, are �exible. Deviations in

one parameter an be aomodated to a ertain degree by tuning others. This is valid

in partiular for the hybridization strength: it was a deliberate hoie to perform the

simulation with a �xed potential, to demonstrate that it was suitable to desribe the

data. In any ase, the model fails to reprodue the positive urvature of the QP1 wings

at high momenta, regardless of its assumed harater. This suggests that a tight-binding

model may be more appropriate for the heavy band.

Two entral questions annot be answered by the model: where does the light eletron

band stem from, and why does it and the heavy band drop, e�etively pushing the

hybridized QP2 below EF in the proess? The light band must be already present below

EF in the PM state to assure onservation of partiles. So far, it is not detetable at the Γ
or Z points, but may be somewhere at di�erent momenta in reiproal spae. Ultimately,

where this band omes from and why it drops remain open questions. One possibility

is nesting. However, standard nesting or band-folding at di�erently: in the ase of

folding, one band is wrapped �rigidly� onto another at a given instant. The intensity of

the spetral funtion is being redistributed symmetrially around the symmetry point(s),

but binding energies of the bands do not hange gradually with temperature. Instead,

only the hybridization gap between the original and folded bands may grow larger with

ooling.
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3.5 Impliations

3.5.1 The Main Fats

To reapitulate, hybridizations between oherent, light hole-like and heavy f -eletron
bands were measured at the X point. The hybridization strength of approximately

10 meV does not hange aross the HO transition temperature. At normal emission along

kz, the feature QP2 gives evidene of a similar hybridization, with the same strength,

between a heavy and a light band, having been deteted already at temperatures around

70 K. The dispersion of the band, and thus the nature of the hybridization, does not

hange aross the HO transition. Only its binding energy starts shifting, together with

QP1, in orrelation with the newly emerging order. Both bands, apparently of di�erent

origin, shift in tandem below EF at temperatures below T
HO

, o�ering a diret measure

for the HO order parameter. A simple 3-band model onsistently desribes the hanges to

the eletroni struture indued by the HO transition at multiple high-symmetry points.

3.5.2 Complementing and Diverging Views

Independent investigations of other groups onduted in parallel to the researh at the

base of this thesis o�er essential lues to the interpretation of the data. As repeatedly

disussed in previous setions, laser ARPES e�orts [64, 74℄ attest the existene of the

�M�-shaped band, the seond QP peak, and another �split� band at EF at the Z7.9

point. Sanning tunneling spetrosopy (STS) experiments [59, 63℄ reported a heavy

band splitting and hybridizing with a light hole-like band at or above EF in the HO

phase�a senario very similar to the one proposed here.

But there are also di�erenes between the 3

rd

-party experimental results and those

presented here. For instane, the quasi-partile dispersions at Z7.9 are reported to vanish

upon entering the PM phase [64℄. The authors do not speify whether the QP in question

is QP1 or QP2 (the distintion between the two having not yet been published at that

time), but the harateristi �M�-shaped dispersion suggests that they observed QP1.

However, spetral intensity at the Fermi level is visible at Z8.4 up to 70 K in the form

of QP2. This band is shifting towards higher energy states with inreasing temperature,

displaing QP1 in the proess. The latter may not be diserned anymore in raw data of

freshly leaved samples, but a heavy dispersion harateristi to its high-k wings is.

In STS data, the details of the reported heavy-fermion double-struture di�er from the

way QP1 and QP2 were shown to interat. While my data show robustly that the bands

are both situated below EF in the HO state, Shmidt et al. exhibit the gap between the

heavy bands to be essentially above the Fermi level. On one hand, this ould be related

to the onnetion between the �split� band and QP1, hinting at its possible origin as a

rystal-�eld indued e�et. On the other hand, the STS data may show another version

of the QP1 and QP2 interation. To a degree, di�erenes in the binding energy ould be

reoniled by the fat that the experiments are probing di�erent positions in momentum

spae.

There are also very reent time-resolved laser ARPES experiments, whih omplement

the piture o�ered here. Dakovski et al. reveal itinerant QPs with a �dramatially�

inreased life time in the ordered state at Z7 [66℄. This was on�rmed by Chatterjee et

al. in ARPES experiments [79℄ at Γ50 at the 13 BESSY beamline. The authors of the
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latter publiation laim that the derease in width of the QPs visible in their data annot

be explained by thermal broadening alone. It is instead assoiated with a strong inrease

in QP life time and o�ered as a onsequene of the lattie oherene forming or strongly

inreasing at the HO transition temperature, onsistently with momentum-integrated

optial and transport data (setion 1.2.5).

In summary, although the majority of hard fats presented in this thesis are on�rmed

by similar experiments, notieable di�erenes persist in partiular in the way results

are interpreted. Issues raised revolve around three interonneted topi areas: (i) the

formation of the Kondo lattie, (ii) the reonstrution of the Fermi surfae during the

phase transition, and (iii) the life time of the involved QPs, indiating oherene. In

the following, these interpretation di�erenes will be disussed by referene to the two

essential data features from this thesis, QP1 and QP2.

3.5.3 The Interplay Between QP1 and QP2

It is important to realize that QP1 and QP2 are of fundamentally di�erent nature and

interat in an intriate way. In the following it will be elaborated why this is the ase and

how this aids the interpretation of the HO as a Fermi surfae instability of a oherent

lattie.

QP2 and the Kondo lattie Considering the Kondo lattie, two questions are ahing:

when does it reah its fully developed stadium, and how is it related to the HO? The

initial formation of the Kondo lattie with an assoiated hybridization gap of ≈ 10 meV

is not a novelty in URu2Si2 history, having already been inferred from IR and transport

data [13, 14, 15, 17, 24, 68℄ (setion 1.2). Many HO related e�ets were attributed to an

emerging, not yet fully formed Kondo lattie [72, 73℄, with the HO transition itself being

elevated as the point at whih a oherent lattie fully evolves.

Here QP2 delivers an essential lue. The band has all the harateristis of a hybrid

between a light hole-like and a heavy eletron band already at higher temperatures. It

is moving to lower binding energy at temperatures below 30 K, but remains otherwise

unhanged. Further in the PM state, it ontinues to remain unhanged until 70 K, with

the exeption of temperature broadening. Consequently, it an be interpreted as the

manifestation of a fully developed Kondo lattie forming already far into the PM state

and remaining largely una�eted by the HO transition. The experimental data at the

X point, where the upper and lower omponents of the hybridized bands are learly

observed even at 35 K, also prove this unambiguously.

The multi-omponent struture of QP1 QP1 disappears above EF in the PM

phase, with the �M�-dispersion being undetetable at 20 K. To investigate the nature

of QP1, polarization-dependent data is displayed in �gure 3.27. Panels (a�f) are repro-

dued from referene [79℄, and are aompanied by my own sans in panels (g�l). Both

data sets were measured at the 13 BESSY beamline by di�erent groups of researhers,

independently of one another.

In (g) and (h), ARPES intensity plots in the HO phase are shown, measured using

linear vertial (LV) and linear horizontal (LH) beam polarization. Panels (j) and (k)

show similar data for the PM ase. The inreased intensity of the rapidly dispersing

QP2 �anks for LV exitation is already evident from the raw data in panels (h) and
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Figure 3.27: Polarization dependene of the HO features in URu2Si2. Panels

(a-f), extrated from referene [79℄, show high-resolution ARPES data in the HO phase

of URu2Si2 along k⊥ using di�erent beam polarization settings. Panel (f) shows a sketh

of omponents of QP1 and QP2 with di�ering orbital haraters. Panels (g,h): ARPES

intensity plots at 1 K measured at 37 eV in linear vertial (LV) and horizontal (LH)

polarization, respetively. Panels (j,k): same data in the PM phase. Panels (i) and

(l) show intensities from plots (g,h) and (j,k), respetively, normalized to the maximum

intensity point of the SS and divided by one another. The di�erent orbital harater for

single omponents of the QP1 and QP2 bands is visible as intensity values di�erent from

1.0.
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(k). To highlight a possible hange aross the transition, intensities were normalized to

the maximum intensity point, i.e. the peak of SS, then divided by one another. This

arries the impliit assumption that SS is insensitive to beam polarization�a ondition

whih was not formally veri�ed, but experiments and literature so far have not given any

reason to assume otherwise. In any ase, even if SS was dependent on beam polarization,

it is not expeted to hange aross the HO transition. Thus, for the stated purpose

of deteting hanges in the quasi-partile bands lose to EF , the employed method is

assumed aurate.

Panels (i) and (l) show the intensity ratio LV/LH for the HO, respetively the PM

ase. Color oding was hosen with light-blue orresponding with a ratio of 1.0, whih

an be easily veri�ed by the �at intensity where SS is expeted. Deviating to a ratio of

LV/LH ≈ 1.8, the low-mass QP2 �anks are subjet to the most drasti hange of intensity

when swithing polarization. This holds for both the HO and the PM phase. For QP1, a

di�erene between the LV/LH ratios at di�erent temperatures appears to our only at

the high-momenta �wings�. This is noteworthy beause other features, for example the

�M�-shaped part of QP1 lose to k‖ = 0, and the heavily dispersing part of QP2, remain

ompletely unhanged upon polarization swithing. This is seen in the �at-blue intensity

at EF in panel (i), and between k‖ = ±0.1 Å

−1
in panel (l).

In onlusion, the e-like part at momenta around k‖ = 0, the �wings� at |k‖| ≥ 15 Å−1
,

and the rapidly dispersing QP2 �anks behave in at least 3 di�erent ways upon polarity

hange. Panels (a-f), in whih the features numbered 3�5 orrespond to QP1, were

reprodued from referene [79℄ to doument that Chatterjee et al., too, arrive at the

same onlusion: the �M�-shaped struture is made of omponents with �substantially

di�erent orbital harater�. Given their distint nature, not only may QP1 and QP2

behave di�erently with hanging temperature, but also for itself is QP1 not neessarily

guaranteed to evolve uniformly for all momenta aross the HO transition.

Instability of the oherent lattie Diret proof for Fermi surfae instability, indi-

retly suggested by massive gapping of the Fermi surfae at the HO transition temper-

ature, was delivered by ARPES as the heavy QP1 shifting aross EF (setion 2.3). If

and how a hybridization with the light hole-like band took plae was then still speu-

lated. Meanwhile, it is revealed that the reonstrution is aompanied on one hand by

gaps in the range 2�5 meV, appearing upon ooling below the transition temperature

and assoiated in part with the momentum exhange vetors Q0 and Q1 [10, 11, 18, 19,

48, 53, 72℄. On the other hand, prognosti e�ets of the instability seem to appear at

temperatures lose to, but de�nitely above T
HO

: hanges in band struture that our

already in the PM phase below 30 K are aompanied by a hybridization gap in the range

10�12 meV [68℄.

The behavior of the QP2 struture �ts in here remarkably well: the band performs a

signi�ant amount of its shifting upon ooling already below 25 K, but remains stable at

higher temperatures up to at least 68 K. On one hand this is an indiation that, while

the oherent lattie is an essential ingredient of the HO transition, it does not su�e

as the only mehanism involved. On the other hand, STM also shows [59℄ that the FS

reonstrution appears in spatial orrelation to the Kondo lattie (U-atoms!), a lue that

the two are related. The HO therefore evolves on the already developed Kondo lattie.

How exatly, that still remains unlear. But more than the simple onset of oherene is
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at play, and the multi-omponent struture of QP1, another main ingredient of the HO

transition, seems key to understanding.

3.5.4 Quasi-Partile Life Time as a Consequene of Gapping

The transition ats di�erently on various high symmetry points. While the X point

remains indi�erent, a momentum gap is deteted along kz, observed in the data in the

viinity of the Γ, Z and Λ points (setion 3.4.1). Even if the exat mirosopi mehanism

behind this is not obvious, the momentum gap implies an energy gap somewhere else

in momentum spae between hybridized bands. Aording to the 3-band model, the

gap is related to the reorganization of itinerant band struture elements (shifting of a

heavy and a light band) and is of the order of 10 meV. By its magnitude and its likely

origin, it mathes the PM hybridization gap from transport data exellently. With the

momentum gap in QP1 in one hand, and the 3-band hybridization model in the other,

two independent piees of evidene are available for at least one energy gap opening in

the Fermi surfae of URu2Si2.

With less states to satter to aessible at the Fermi level, oherene of the quasi-

partiles is expeted to inrease�a onlusion also drawn from thermal transport data [40℄.

Aording to referenes [66, 79℄, the spei� part of QP1 representing the �wings� [bands

4 and 5 in �gure 3.27(f)℄, is hanging life time. But this does not neessarily require

the quasi-partiles to be formed only at the HO transition temperature. Instead, a fully

oherent lattie may well exist at higher temperatures. The sudden inrease of the QP

sharpening observed aross T
HO

would then emerge as a natural onsequene of the Fermi

surfae gapping.

Last but not least, it should be noted that the hange in quasi-partile life time is

doumented only for a spei� part of QP1, namely the �wings� at high momenta. What

happens to the other omponents of this omplex band is not established.

3.5.5 Conlusion

The results demonstrate that the HO transition is intimately related to the Kondo lat-

tie elements of URu2Si2. This ours via a hybridization of 10 meV observed onsis-

tently at several high-symmetry points, as suggested also by simple, yet robust theo-

retial onsiderations. The data integrates very well with previous He-Iα results of the

Paris / Würzburg group and with omparable experiments of others. O�ering a on-

sistent senario to desribe band struture hanges aross the transition, it is helping

to reonile a number of di�erenes between modern momentum-resolved experiments.

The band hybridization, taking plae between a heavy-fermion band and a light eletron

band, requests that itinerant quasi-partiles with a high e�etive mass be a part of a

suessful theory to desribe the HO phase transition.
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Chapter 4

Gaps and Symmetries of the

�Hidden-Order�

The URu2Si2 investigations of the Paris / Würzburg group ontinued throughout the time

period of the writing of this thesis, sueeding to identify the loation of the HO Fermi

surfae gaps and the symmetries assoiated with the transition. I helped to perform

large parts of those experiments, aided with ertain aspets of the data analysis, and

partiipated in the sienti� disussions. Nonetheless, the main merit for this researh

is attributed to Cedri Bareille and his PhD advisor, Prof. Dr Andres Santander. In

the following, an outline of their work is presented, based on �gures from referene [76℄,

whih we published together.

(100)                  (110)

Z

G  50 eV

  31 eV

The high-symmetry points disussed in this hapter, Γ50

and Z31 (image to the right), were measured at the 13

BESSY beamline. The fats to be presented emerge seam-

lessly from the topis of previous hapters. They extend the

messages onveyed therein and arrive to new onlusions,

some of whih ould have been partly implied already from

the data in hapter 3. However, they ould not have been

formulated within the on�dene limits of that data. Consequently, the seond part of

this hapter will deal with exposing and disussing the impliations of the new �ndings

on the previous onlusions.

4.1 Gapping and Restruturing of the Fermi Surfae

4.1.1 The Fermi Surfae Reonstrution

The development of the Fermi surfae of URu2Si2 in the Γ − Z plane aross the HO

transition is disussed using �gure 4.1. To over the large area, data measured using

exitation energies of 31 eV and 50 eV is ombined.

Panel (a) shows the ordered state. At the Γ point, the Fermi surfae onsists of

two sheets: a larger one at the border of the red area in the olor plot, and a smaller

one ontained within. This is a onsequene of the momentum gap displayed in �gure

3.20. At higher momenta along (100) and (010), four Fermi petals with a diagonal

distane of (0.91±0.01) Å−1
are shown. This orresponds to the reiproal lattie vetor

79
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Figure 4.1: Reonstrution by Q0 of the eletroni periodiity and Fermi-

surfae gapping [part 1℄. Panels (a,b): In-plane Fermi surfae maps at 1 K and 20

K spanning the Γ, Z and X points. Eah map ombines data measured at 31 eV and

50 eV, reahing di�erent points in the Brillouin zone as shown in the inset of (b). The

double arrows show the vetors Q1, onneting two Fermi petals, and Q0, orresponding

to a ST eletroni periodiity. Open irles show the Fermi momenta from �gure 1(b).

The white blue/green dashed ovals around X in (a) and (b) are guides to the eye. Panel

() explains the relation between the Brillouin zones and Fermi surfaes in the HO and

the PM phase using a artoon. Images and aptions for panels (a,b) extrated from [76℄.
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Q1 = (0.6, 0, 0).

Panel (b) shows the paramagneti state. The main di�erene here is that while

there is still signi�ant intensity losely around Γ, the four petals separated by Q1 have

disappeared. Instead, a large diamond-shaped Fermi sheet is onneting the reiproal

spae points at whih previously the petals were found. In this partiular olor sale, it

is observed as a faint intensity.

At the X point, the spetral intensity an be desribed by four overlapping ovals

forming a 4-fold symmetri bukle struture in the HO state. In the paramagneti state,

it is more ompatible with a two-fold symmetri struture omposed of ovals aligned

along the (110) diretion. Additionally, the similarity between the distribution of spetral

intensity between Γ and Z in panel (a), not given in panel (b), suggests that details of the

eletroni struture beome simple-tetragonal symmetri below 17.5 K. This is illustrated

in panel (), where a artoon explains how the body-entered and simple tetragonal

Brillouin zones, and their respetive Fermi surfaes, are related to one another.

4.1.2 The Q1 Exitations and Gapping

An interband gap ∆P ≈ 5 meV, ompatible with the 4 meV reported by neutron sat-

tering, opens in the HO between the lower and the higher part of the hybridized bands

at the high-k wings of QP1. This is illustrated in �gure 4.2, panels (�f), explaining the

reonstrution of the Fermi surfae.

In the PM phase, in panels (d) and (h), a struture of two bands is shown, anti-

rossing at the Fermi level, separated by Q1. The band struture is skethed by blak

dashed lines in panel (d). This struture results in the large diamond-shaped Fermi

sheet, enompassing the four petals in the paramagneti phase, and providing the faint

intensity at EF in �gure 4.1(b).

During the HO transition, shown in () and (g), a degeneray is lifted at the anti-

rossing point of the bands, opening a gap below EF . The result is a hanged dispersion,

indiated by the blue lines, shaping the familiar �M�-like QP1. The momentum gap

(setion 3.4.1) gives rise to the double Fermi-sheet struture at the tips of the �M�. The

dropping of an eletron-like band pushes the heavy high-k wings of QP1 below EF , in the

proess also gapping large parts of the Fermi diamond (gap size ∆HS ≈ 7 meV). This is

illustrated in panels (g) and (h). The Fermi petals are reated as demonstrated in (), by

the dipping of a small eletron-like poket below EF . Q1 magneti exitations are possible

from the oupied lower part of the band hybridization into the thermally depopulated

region at EF , as indiated by the blak arrow. In the HO phase, the exitations ross

the energy gap of ∆P ≈ 5 meV.

4.1.3 The Q0 Symmetry Change

Although Q1 is diretly involved in the Fermi surfae reorganization, it appears that

the Q0 vetor, onneting neighboring Γ and Z points of the body-entered tetragonal

lattie, orresponds to the atual symmetry of the HO transition. This an be observed

along the k⊥ diretion in �gure 4.3. Panels (a) and () show a ut through the URu2Si2

Fermi surfae obtained sanning along kz = k(001) by tuning the energy of the light soure
between 20 eV and 33 eV.
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Figure 4.2: Reonstrution by Q0 of the eletroni periodiity and Fermi-

surfae gapping [part 2℄. Panels (,d): ARPES dispersions (seond derivative) at 1

K and 20 K, respetively, measured along the (010) as shown by the dashed green arrows

in the insets. The blak and red lines denote, respetively, the borders of the ST and

BCT Brillouin zones. Blue urves in () and dashed brown urves in (d) are guides to

the eye. In () the orange dashes mark the experimental loation of the petals, whose

intensity is too small to be apparent in this �gure. Panels (e,f): raw EDCs from (,d)

zooming into the region where the petals form. Spetra in blue orrespond to k‖ = Q1/2.
Panels (g,h): same as (,d) measured along (110) as shown by the dashed purple arrows

in the insets. Dashed blak lines are the Fermi momenta in the PM state. The blue urve

in (g) is a �t serving as a guide to the eye (details in [76℄). Panels (i, j): raw EDCs from

(g, h). Spetra in blue show the Fermi momenta in the PM state. Images and aption

from [76℄.
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Figure 4.3: Hidden-order hanges in the eletroni struture along (001). Panel

(a): Fermi surfae map in the (100) - (001) plane at 1 K. The double arrow de�nes the

ST periodiity along c. Panel (b): evidene of a new Fermi sheet, the `lentil', illustrated

with a di�erent set of data using a smaller step in photon energy. The orange dashed

oval is a guide to the eye. The blak urve shows the intensity integrated between the

two blak dashed lines on the Fermi map. Note that the orientation in the a-a plane is,

here, 30◦ with respet to (100), orresponding to the Fermi surfae maps of �gure 4.1.

Panel (): Fermi surfae map in the (100) - (001) plane at 20 K. The distribution of

spetral weight at the Fermi level is not anymore symmetri with respet to Λ. Panel

(d): momentum distribution urves integrated from data of panels (a, ) in the interval

k(100) = 0± 0.05 Å

−1
. The distribution of spetral weight is symmetri with respet to

Λ only in the HO. Images and aption from referene [76℄.
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In the PM phase [panel ()℄, the intensity distribution around the Λ point is not

uniform. This is not required by the lattie symmetry. In the HO phase, however,

the intensity is redistributed uniformly around this point. This is best visible from the

MDCs in panel (d): signal intensity around the high-symmetry point is well within the

expetations for a simple-tetragonal Brillouin zone in the ordered state (blue urve),

while the PM state (red urve) shows large di�erenes between the regions above and

below the Λ point. An interesting detail of the shape of the Fermi surfae is revealed in

panel (b) by a HO data set measured with a higher resolution: the intensity is reshaped

to resemble two ovals, eah strething roughly from the Γ (respetively Z) point, to

Λ. There the ovals interset reating a small �lentil� enlosed in the larger struture.

This sheet is assoiated with the ν branh from Shubinkov�de Haas experiments (setion

1.2.5).

4.1.4 Summary of the Reonstrution

�Exellent orrespondene� [76℄ is found between ARPES and Subnikov�de Haas, map-

ping the sheets in the HO phase between the experimental methods as follows:

� the outer entral square as the α sheet from SdH, and

� the inner entral square as the γ sheet�these two sheets orrespond to the mo-

mentum gap of QP1 (setion 3.4.1);

� the 4 petals along (100) as the β sheet, with in-plane rystal symmetry�this ex-

plains the splitting of the SdH signal when magneti �eld is rotated from the c to
the a axis;

� the small lentil at Λ as the ν sheet.

During the reonstrution of the large diamond to the smaller 4-fold poket struture,

a large part of the Fermi surfae is gapped, preserving at most 40% of its original size.

The following gaps were identi�ed here by ARPES:

� ∆HS ≈ 7 meV, the gap that ours during the restruturing of the large diamond

at Γ to the 4 small petals, and suppresses 60% of this Fermi sheet. This is in good

agreement with [6℄, whih attributed a 58% redution of the Sommerfeld oe�ient

to the opening of a 10 meV gap.

� ∆P ≈ 5 meV, the gap in the Q1 magneti exitations, triggered by the lifting of

degeneray of the anti-rossing bands upon the transition from body-entered to

simple tetragonal rystal symmetry.

4.2 Impliations

4.2.1 Symmetry Changes and Fermi Surfae Gapping

The experiments on�rm that Q0 is the ordering vetor behind the transition, making the

eletroni struture at Γ and Z similar in the HO phase. This also e�etively hanges

the symmetry of the X point and its Fermi surfae from 2- to 4-fold. The proess

is aompanied by a reonstrution of the heavy-fermion bands strething along the
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Γ−X−Γ diagonal along (110). At least 60% of the large poket are thus gapped, reating

the four Fermi petals separated by Q1. Relating to neutron sattering data [48, 53℄, the

5 meV gap at the petals in �gure 4.2() implies that a large part of the spin exitations

beome unavailable. Together the gaps explain why the spei� heat oe�ient drops

in the HO phase: there are simply less states to satter to, as disussed in setion 3

in the ontext of quasi-partile life time. However, for a formal on�rmation that the

Q1 exitations, as reported by neutron sattering, are indeed attributed to interband

exitations at the Fermi petals, an autoorrelation analysis far beyond the sope of this

review is required.

It is still debated [76, 81, 82℄ whether a full rystal symmetry hange from body-

entered to simple tetragonal is taking plae, or only spei� omponents of the eletroni

struture adopt a simple tetragonal symmetry. For example, several issues (disussed

in [75, 76℄) in the intensity distribution of the Fermi surfae map at the X-point and

along kz are inompatible with nesting as required by onventional density waves. Future

experimental e�orts should thus be direted to answer this question. In partiular, sine

ARPES is a very surfae-sensitive tehnique, the role whih the surfae Brillouin zone

may play in the band mapping experiments needs to be onsidered.

4.2.2 Impat on the Kondo Lattie Considerations

The He-Iα Fermi surfae shape at X (setion 3.3.1) is alled into debate by the fat

that Γ and Z beome similar in the HO phase. However, the symmetry of the X point

poket does not interfere with the onlusions from hapter 3. The arguments for the

evolution of the HO on top of an already developed Kondo lattie rely on the fat that the

hybridization strength does not hange aross the transition. This observation remains

valid. It was based on the interation between heavy and light bands as presented in

setions 3.3.1 and 3.4.1. The (lak of) hange in the hybridization potential is robustly

baked up by data and orresponding modeling at the X and Z points, not subjet to

restritions imposed by the rystal symmetry or shape of the Fermi surfae.

4.2.3 The Dual Nature of the HO Transition

A reent theory introdued in referenes [51, 69℄, exploiting the adiabati ontinuity be-

tween LMAF and HO, and emphasizing their itinerant harater, reprodues the experi-

mental Fermi surfae extremely well [76, 81℄. This is remarkable, in partiular beause the

theory underestimates experimental band dispersions and e�etive masses by one order

of magnitude (setion 3.3.2 and supplementary material of [76℄). Apparently, itinerant

spd-bands su�e to desribe the Fermi surfae shape, and thus the general properties of

the HO transition. However, the data here stipulates that for details of the quasi-partile

interations, and orret values for the e�etive mass, �dual� intinerant-loalized theories

as attempted in referenes [52, 70, 78℄ are essential.
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Chapter 5

Conlusion

5.1 Further Suggested Investigations

To omplete the piture, many �ne details of the band struture, in partiular the dy-

namis of heavy bands lose to the Fermi level, require additional e�orts. For instane,

the whereabouts of the �split� band from setion 3.4.1, as well as some details of the

band dispersions at high-symmetry points along kz are obsured by the bright surfae

state. The eletroni struture in the unoupied region is not available to high-resolution

ARPES experiments at all, and is probable to remain so for years to ome. But even

within urrent apabilities, the list of experiments to be performed inludes better (higher

resolution, extremely low-noise) band struture and 3D Fermi surfae mapping. A tar-

geted investigation of small features, suh as the lentil forming at Λ below T
HO

, would

render the doumentation of the Fermi surfae reonstrution more omplete. Together

with alulations for the magneti suseptibility and transition matrix elements, the data

ould also be used for quantitative omparison of the ARPES data with inelasti neutron

sattering experiments. Systemati analysis of the temperature dependeny of the gaps

would provide a good testing ground for emerging theories.

Finally, HO is a preursor for the SC phase: Fermi surfae topology of the HO ould

help understand the order parameter of a highly exoti superonduting phase. This, in

turn, would aid in the theoretial grasp of a possible quantum-ritial point in URu2Si2

at p = 0.5 GPa.

5.2 Summary

An essential dihotomy of the 30 year old riddle of the �hidden-order� of URu2Si2 was the

question of whether itinerant arriers or rather loalized magneti moments were respon-

sible for the phase transition. The question �nally reeived the irrefutable answer that

both are to be onsidered in 2009, when the Paris / Würzburg team o�ered evidene [57℄

for a Fermi surfae reonstrution driven by itinerant bands of heavy quasi-partiles.

But many details of the eletroni struture hanges, inluding the loation of the gaps,

the involved symmetries, and �nally the mehanism responsible for the reorganization,

were not lear. Several generations of momentum-integrated data from optial and ele-

trial transport experiments, thermodynamis, and Fermi surfae probing, suggested an

intimate onnetion between Kondo elements in URu2Si2 and the mysterious 2

nd

order
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phase transition. But ultimately, the nature of this onnetion, whether it is ausal or

merely inidental with the HO transition, remained speulative.

Continuing the ARPES experiments within the Paris / Würzburg group, in this the-

sis band hybridizations setting in already above the lattie oherene temperature of

URu2Si2 were demonstrated. The itinerant quasi-partiles with large e�etive masses,

interating via a potential in the range of 10 meV, remain unhanged aross the HO tran-

sition, doumenting that the new order annot represent the onset of lattie oherene in

URu2Si2. Instead, the Kondo lattie merely sets the stage for the reordering at 17.5 K,

with the transition itself representing an instability of the quasi-partile Fermi surfae.

The resulting energy gap at the Fermi level as a result of an eletroni struture reon-

strution is then in perfet agreement with di�erently foused ARPES experiments of

ompeting groups. The latter attest a drastially inreased life time of the quasi-partiles

at low temperature.

Finally, the work in this thesis laid ground for the momentum-resolved investigation

of the Fermi surfae reonstrution. The interplay between QP1 and QP2 is hereby the

main ingredient of a proess leading to the gapping of at least 60% of the solid's arri-

ers. A large square-like sheet enompassing the Γ point is reorganized into four smaller

pokets. The hanges are driven by the reiproal lattie vetor Q0, whih onnets neigh-

boring Γ and Z points of the body-entered tetragonal reiproal lattie. This makes

the high-symmetry points similar in the HO phase and more ompatible with a simple

tetragonal symmetry. As an aompanying e�et, interband exitations separated by

the Q1 reiproal spae vetor beome gapped in full agreement with other experimental

data.

At this stage, the understanding of the �adiabati ontinuity� between HO and LMAF,

the involved symmetries and Fermi surfae properties appears advaned. The dou-

mented interplay between light bands and heavy f -eletrons imposes strong restritions

on theoretial models. While essential details regarding the mehanism behind the HO

transition still remain onealed, ruial questions regarding the symmetry, gaps, and

entropy loss were answered by modern momentum-resolved experiments [76, 81, 82℄.

These may arguably represent the verge to a 4

th

generation of URu2Si2 researh. The

�hidden-order�, though still hidden, is onspiuously losing its veils.
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Appendix A

About Quantum Phase Transitions

This setion, whih is oriented after and inspired by Subir Sahdev's introdutory setion

to �Quantum Phase Transitions� [71℄, gives a short overview over the topi of Quantum

Phase Transitions. It aims to introdue the onepts of quantum ritiality, order param-

eters, and how lassial phase transitions like the �hidden-order� of URu2Si2 may evolve

from quantum ritial points. The goal is to onvey the importane of identifying an

order parameter for the HO.

A.1 What Is a Quantum Phase Transition

Consider a solid-state quantum system at temperature T = 0. Its Hamiltonian H(g) =
H0 + gH1 on a lattie, observed as a a funtion of a dimensionless parameter g, be
omposed of the operators H0 and H1. If H0 and H1 ommute, then they an be

simultaneously diagonalized, and their eigenfuntions are independent of g. However,

the eigenvalues, i.e. the energy levels in the system, will generally still depend on g.

Now onsider adjusting the oupling g smoothly from 0 to higher values. There may

exist a value g = gc where the ground level and �rst exited level ross, making the

ground level the new �rst exited state, and vie-versa. In other words, the ground state

of the system abruptly hanges at g = gc, leading to a non-analiity in the ground level

energy with respet to g. This non-analiity, the phase transition, is visualized in A.1(a).

Usually, it is aompanied by drasti qualitative hanges in the physial properties of

the solid, like lattie geometry, eletroni struture, low energy physis, and eletroni

orrelations in the ground state, et.

A.2 Charateristi Energy, Length, Time Sales

With what is alled a 2

nd

-order phase transition, typial energy ∆ and length ξ sales

are assoiated. They are a onsequene of the mirosopi mehanism triggering the

reorganization of the system, but show a powerlaw dependeny on g with universal

ritial exponents:

∆ ∝ J |g− gc|
a
, is the smallest energy exitation above the ground state at zero temper-

ature, related to a mirosopi interation J , and vanishing (→ 0) for g → gc
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Figure A.1: Quantum Phase Transitions and Quantum Critiality. Panel (a)

shows a quantum system evolving with a tuning parameter g. The former ground level

|0〉 and �rst exited level |1〉 swap order at a ritial g = gc, hanging the symmetry of

the system. Panel (b) shows the quantum ritial point at g = gc and T = 0 evolving into
the quantum ritial region (green area) at T > 0, where the subtle interplay between

quantum and thermal �utuations determine the physis of the system.

ξ−1 ∝ Λ|g − gc|
b
, with ξ determining the length sale on whih orrelations deay expo-

nentially, is related to a momentum uto� Λ and is diverging (→ ∞) for g → gc.

Quantum phase transitions arise in a variety of irumstanes supported by various mi-

rosopi mehanisms, for example from high-energy physis and the Higgs mehanism

to meV-sale e�ets in solid state systems. But the universal behavior and saling per-

mits the formulation generalized theories, independent on the mirosopi origin of the

transition.

The situation for real-life systems di�ers from the onsiderations formulated above for

the theoretial ase of T = 0. Experimentally ahievable systems are always measured

at T > 0, even if T may beome very small. For a theoretial grasp, systems are

usually desribed by expansion around g = gc and T = 0. In this ontext, another

energy sale, the available thermal energy kBT , beomes important. Its onnetion to

the lowest system exitation ∆ brings into onsideration two regimes at T > 0, visualized
in A.1(b):

∆ > kBT (red) available thermal energy is small ompared to the exitation levels avail-

able in the system. This means that small (thermal) perturbations of the system in

equilibrium state usually need a long time to relax again into a loal equilibrium.

The system is e�etively lassi.

∆ < kBT (green) fast relaxation from small perturbations possible, equilibration time

τ
eq

≈ ~/kBT independent of the mirosopi mehanism. Here, the interplay be-

tween thermal and quantum-mehanial �utuations is essential for the dynamis

of the system. Charateristi for this quantum ritial region is the multitude of

phases developing lose to one another, eah representing a deliate equilibrium

between the ontrol parameters and quantum mehanial �utuations.
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The quantum ritial point (QCP) at T = 0 and g = gc annot be probed experimentally,

but its properties are signi�ant for the developing phases in the quantum ritial region.

Its theoretial understanding and modeling are therefore ruial.

A.3 Quantum Field Theories and the Order Parameter Con-

ept

A.3.1 Mean-Field Theory

One approah of treating phase transition, lassial or quantum ones, is the mean-�eld

theory. It models loal interations by looking at a quantum mehanial observable at

the i-th lattie site, in the average �eld of its neighbors. For example in the Ising model

the observable is the expetation value of the spin. The average ferromagneti moment

is de�ned as N0 = 〈σz
j 〉. The loal Hamiltonian Hi then, modelling the interations

of the i-th site with its neighbors, takes the latter into aount only through N0, as

Hi ≃ onst ·KN0σ
z
i . At a ritial value of the tuning parameter K = Kc, a symmetry

of the system is spontaneously broken and the system settles for a new ground state�a

phase transition ours.

A.3.2 Landau Theory and the Order Parameter

Landau theory models the physis in a more general manner, employing quantum �eld

theoretial methods. Instead of averaging over disrete points (N0 in the Ising ase

above), in Landau theory, the interation is modeled into a ontinuum �eld Φ(x), rep-
resenting a oarse average over the observable, varying over distanes large with respet

to the oherene length ξ. Here x is a spae oordinate with the same dimension as

the lattie, and the order parameter Φ itself may be real or imaginary, a salar, or a

multiple-omponent vetor, spinor, et., depending on the underlying mirosopi meh-

anism. The normal state is the haraterized by an order parameter whih is onstantly

0, while in the ordered state, below a transition temperature Tc, Φ(x) abruptly beomes

�nite:

Φ(x) =

{

0, for T > Tc

|Φ0|, for T < Tc

(A.1)

The strength of this method lies within the fat that the quantum �eld theory de�ned

by the phase transition is also universal. Marosopi properties of the system at sales

larger than ∆ and ξ beome independent of the partiular nature of the mirosopi

interations. This is related to the universal power-law dependeny of the sales. Landau

theory thus formulates the physis in a form that depends only dimensionless parameters,

without intrinsi energy or momentum sales, independent from mirosopi ouplings.

Ultimately, onstraints on the theory are imposed only by general properties like the

symmetry of the order parameter, onserved quantities, and spae dimensionality.

Finally, a two-step approah is ommonly used for theoretial investigation of quan-

tum phase transitions: �rst, the quantum �eld theory of the physial system of interest is

identi�ed; seond, the properties of the �eld theory at �nite temperatures are desribed,

modeling the system in the viinity of the QPT by expansion around the quantum ritial

point.
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Appendix B

Data Analysis and Visualization

Methods

B.1 Fermi-Dira Normalization of Angle-Resolved Data

Following a well established proedure [33℄, thermally oupied states up to about 5kBT
above EF were visualized by normalizing spetra by the Fermi-Dira distribution (FDD).

Preise knowledge of the Fermi level and line broadening (owing to temperature and

resolution) are neessary. The typial preision of the EF determination in this thesis

(∆E ≤ 1 meV) proved su�ient. FDD broadening was derived diretly from �ts to

referene spetra.

The noise above EF provides a good estimate for the quality of the FDD normal-

ization, provided that the bakground intensity was orretly subtrated. For poly-

rystalline samples, this is usually easy to aomplish. Bakground an be obtained

diretly from the unoupied area above EF + 5kBT .

This proedure an be applied to single rystals, too, with some preautions. For

instane, the momentum-dependent intensity normalization is usually performed by al-

ibrating a lateral intensity distribution funtion using an angle-resolved san of a poly-

rystalline sample. This intensity distribution funtion is then used to normalize the lat-

eral intensity in the single-rystalline samples one wishes to investigate. Small di�erenes

in the lateral intensity distribution between the referene sample and the single-rystal

samples will thus result in slight imperfetions in the momentum-dependent intensity

distribution after normalization. These are well within boundaries required to analyze

band data.

However, when performing the FDD-normalization on an angle-resolved san, the

imperfetions of the lateral intensity distribution will result in a slightly di�erent bak-

ground for eah EDC of the san, and thus for a di�erent noise struture at E ≥ 5kBT .
EDC intensity there may diverge non-uniformly, with bias towards positive (or negative)

intensity in the region where the Fermi-Dira funtion is numerially zero. In suh ases,

to judge the quality of the FDD normalization proess, typially the �overall� noise stru-

ture must be onsidered. This is easy to ahieve when visualizing 2D FDD-normalized

sans: the data should still show a well balaned distribution of points diverging into

negative/positive intensities. However, if data is shown as EDCs, integrated over sele-

tive regions of rystal momentum, then slight negative or positive signal bias may add
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up to a signi�ant noise in the orresponding EDCs. In this ase, the noise struture

after the FDD normalization may show signs of a bad FDD (e.g. too early unilateral

divergene towards positive values), even if the FDD was, in fat, performed orretly.

To avoid this, the quality of the FDD normalization performed for this thesis was always

ross-heked using the angle-resolved version of the data.

B.2 The 2

nd

Derivative Method

In 2D ARPES data with low ount rate or from samples with an aged surfae, the 2

nd

derivative an be used to inrease ontrast at the expense of resolution. For this, raw

photoemission spetra were onvolved with a two-dimensional Gaussian of typial widths

in the range σE = 2 . . . 20 meV and σk = 0.01 . . . 0.1 Å

−1
. The ideal value to hoose for

the widths depend on the band struture elements to be analyzed, data resolution, and

signal-to-noise ratio.

For displaying, two possibilities of intensity saling were used: (i) plot only negative

intensities (orresponding to peaks in the raw spetra), utting o� positive intensities.

This allows for an easy mapping of bands (intensity ⇔ band; no intensity ⇔ no band)

but is error-prone with very noisy data, where random orrelations of intensity reate

strutures in the 2

nd

derivative data that do not orrespond to any bands in the raw

spetra (referene [49℄). (ii) Plot both negative and positive intensities, adjusting the

lower/upper limits of the olor sale suh that the features of interest (i.e. the band

dispersions) are visible within their surroundings; this method was employed mostly for

the wide energy range sans in setions 2.2 and 3.3.2, where the ontrast in the data was

partiularly bad.

B.3 Resolution of the Würzburg Xe-I Lamp
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Figure B.1: Estimated resolution of the Xe-lamp. A lower bound for the Xe-I setup

is estimated by showing the temperature T
real

in dependeny of a presumed resolution∆E
in the range 3 . . . 6 meV. For the likely sample temperature of T ≥ 7 K, the experimental

resolution needs to be ∆E ≤ 4 meV. Resolutions larger than 4.8 meV would result in

unphysial temperatures. See main text for argumentation details.

Resolution of the Xe-I lamp in the Würzburg laboratory setup had not been formally
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determined as the URu2Si2 experiments were performed. For this reason, the following

estimation is used as replaement.

Measurement temperature is determined from the kBT parameter of a Fermi-Dira

distribution funtion �tted to ARPES data of a poly-rystalline referene sample, as

in [45℄. The relation between the real sample temperature T
real

, and the e�etively mea-

sured temperature T
e�

in�uened by the instrumental resolution ∆E, is given by [45℄:

T
e�

=
√

T 2
real

+ (∆E/4kB)2. (B.1)

The lowest temperature ever measured with He-Iα on URu2Si2, in whih ase the reso-

lution for the Wüzburg setup was known to be 5.18 eV from previous experiments [41,

57℄, was T
real

≥ 7K. The lowest attainable e�etive temperature parameter ever �tted

against a referene sample measured with Xe-I was kBTe� = 0.001194 eV The real tem-

perature for a series of assumed resolutions between 3 meV and 6 meV is plotted in �gure

B.1. The following observations apply:

� The alulation gives unphysial results (imaginary temperature) for resolutions

larger than ∆E
max

= 4.8 meV.

� The orresponding URu2Si2 data is not ompatible with temperatures greater than

10 K. This refers both to the resolution of the Xe-I sans as estimated by eye sight

in omparison to the approximately 100 leaves measured with other light soures,

and to the degree of binding energy shifting of HO-related features (disussed in

detail in setion 3.4). This renders ∆E
min

= 3.3 meV as a lower bound of the

resolution

� If the real sample temperature is assumed as T
real

≈ 7 K, onsistent with the

lowest temperature ahieved during He-Iα experiments, then the Xe-I resolution is

∆E ≈ 4 meV.

Sine the �rst URu2Si2 experiments in Würzburg (2007), the system was not apable

of ahieving a temperature lower than 7 K. In onsequene of these fats, 4 meV was

used as the most probable lower bound for the resolution in the Xe-I lamp setup, within

the onstraints imposed by the other experimental parameters.
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Zusammenfassung

Im Jahre 1985 wurde im Aktinidsystem URu2Si2 ein rätselhaftes Phänomen entdekt.

Trotz drei Jahrzehnten intensiver Forshung entzieht es sih noh immer einer adäquaten

mikroskopishen Beshreibung, was ihm in der wissensha�ihen Literatur den Namen

�Hidden-Order � Phasenübergang beshert.

Messungen zur spezi�shen Wärme, elektrishen Widerstand und Hall E�ekt zeigen,

dass sih unterhalb einer Temperatur von T
HO

= 17.5 K eine Energielüke im Bere-

ih von 11 meV über 40% der Fermi Flähe des Festkörpers erstrekt. Experimentelle

Daten aus inelastisher Neutronenstreuung weisen an kommensuraten und inkommen-

suraten Gitterpunkten magnetishe Anregungen nah, die unterhalb der Sprungtemper-

atur ebenfalls Lüken im meV-Bereih aufweisen. Das antiferromagnetishe Moment des

Festkörpers wird jedoh als zu klein angegeben, um für den gemessenen Verlust an En-

tropie verantwortlih sein zu können. Versuhe den Phasenübergang als konventionelle

Ladungs- oder Spindihtewellen zu beshreiben sind fehlgeshlagen. Die Frage, ob eher

die lokalisierten oder doh die itineranten Eigenshaften der 5f Elektronen des Urans für

den Phasenübergang verantworlih sind, wurde im Jahre 2008 durh die Kooperations-

gruppe aus Paris / Würzburg zum ersten mal geklärt. Es gelang die Rekonstruktion der

Fermi Flähe nahe am Hohsymmetriepunkt Γ durh shwere, kohärente Quasiteilhen

durh hohaufgelöste, winkelabhängige Photoemissionspektroskopie zu dokumentieren.

Neuere theoretishe Arbeiten suhen die Ursahe für den HO-Übergang in der Ko-

härenz des Gitters, welhe aus elektrishen Transportexperimenten bei einer Temperatur

von etwa T ≈ 75 K abgeleitet wird. Trotz der Kohärenztemperatur weit oberhalb von

T
HO

wurden Daten von Infrarotabsorption dahingehend interpretiert, den Phasenüber-

gang bei 17.5 K als den eigentlihen Zeitpunkt der Gitterkohärenz darzustellen. Die

�Hidden-Order� wurde in manhen neueren theoretishen Arbeiten als eine Art �verzö-

gerter� Kondo E�ekt betrahtet.

In dieser Arbeit wird mit Hilfe von winkelaufgelöster Photoemissionspektroskopie

gezeigt, dass das Gitter tatsählih bereits bei Temperaturen um 70 K kohärent ist.

Weitere shwere Quasiteilhen, die bereits weit oberhalb der Sprungtemperatur existieren

und von bisherigen Experimenten übersehen wurden, hybridisieren mit Elektronenbän-

dern. Sie spielen somit eine essentielle Rolle in der Reorganisation der Fermi Flähe

bei 17.5 K. Die Ergebnisse diese Arbeit bilden die Grundlage für ein ganzheitlihes Ver-

ständnis der Energielüken, Symmetrien und Entropieverlust beim HO-Phasenübergang.

Dieser Zusammenhang wird in einer anderen, mit dieser Arbeit verwandten Disserta-

tion im Detail dargelegt. In den letzten Kapiteln dieser Arbeit wird dies ebefalls kurz

umrissen.
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